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set you free
By Bob Moser
Cllr HEWS EDITOR

Along with being six times more
likclv to develop oral cancer than
a non-user, tobacco users who
dip or chew eight to 10 times a
day may be receiving the nicotine
equivalent of 30 to 10 cigarettes,
according to the Academy of
General Dentistry
uiyone read) to quit yet?
If so, chewere and dippers
can now create their own quit
plan at www.ChewFree.com, a
free self-help program offered
as part of a research study In
(liegon Research Institute, which
is funded by the National t ancer
Institute
Launched in May 2004. the

Web site is actually a random
clinical trial that offers two
methods of delivering a tobacco
cessation program.
After
signing
up
and
completing an initial assessment
participants will lie assigned at
random to one of two groups.
The first is an interactive
program that offers social
support, while the second is ,i
basic non Interactive program
that provides a complete guide to
quilting smokeless tobacco.
I he research study's goal
is to determine if adding the
social support to a more basic
smokeless tobacco program will
improve the success rate,
Participants who fall Into the

basic program after signing
up will not totally miss out on
die benefits of the interactive
program. Those In the basic
program are able to switch
Over after completing their first
six months.
I he most attractive aspect
of the program is its ability to
create an effective quit plan
that fits each person's individual
needs rather than a "one size fits
all" style, according to (hi
i om's Coordinator I aura Akcrs.
"We help people assess dieir
level of dependence, plan for
withdrawal symptoms, prepare
for tough situations ... and find
more effective ways to meet the
needs in their lives that they've

used tobacco for in the past,"
Akcrs said.
[he initial goals fbrChewl ree.
mill's study are ahead) within
i each.Akcrs said. In seven months
the program has already enrolled
\2 ii participants, which is more
than halfway towards melt goal
of 2,400.
While
Oregon
Research
Institute will not be analyzing
the data until the study has been
completed, \kers said that the
luccess of initial returns has been
encouraging,
"About half of the first loo or
SO people who have checked
hack with us six months later sav
they've been able to quit" Akcrs
said i his would be a remark-

able rateof success. Most tobacco
cessation
programs
are
considered successful if lii percent of participants are abfe to
*jilit and slay quil." Alters added
that only about :i to 5 percent
of people who try to quit on
their own are successful in an)
given v i
As a certified Chemical
Dependency Counselor at
Student Health Services, Carrie
Belair has seen her share of
tobacco cessation programs.
\liei looking over both the
interactive and basic programs of
t hewFree.com, Belair likes what
she's seen.
'When someone is looking to
change behavior, it's important

to assess readiness to change as
well as reasons to change," Belair
said. "I think the program did
very well in this area."
Belair also showed an
appreciation for some of the
more unique features thai have
been offered to participants,
"I think the message board
feature can help someone ask
questions and feel supported ill
their quest to quit," Belair said.
"The COS! calculator feature
can be very motivational for
someone to quil use also.
Smokeless tobacco use is most
common among veiling adults
between 18 and 25 years old, with
CHEWFREE. PAGE 2

DEADLY WAVE I III ASIAN TSI\ AMI
BATTLE Q#r

Military escorts
aid relief workers
By Jim Gomez
IKE ASSOCiATEO PRESS

els have fought a low level
separatist
war
against
government troops lor three
decades, and some worried
diat the new restrictions could
harm their reputation for
independence.
W'e discourage such actions
because it blurs the distinction
between humanitarian and
military efforts here." said I ileen
Burke oi Save the Children,
Indonesian
military
spokesman
Col.
Ahmad
Yani Basuki said in a tele-

BE GLAD IT'S YELLOW: A truck drives east on US 6. just west of
Bowling Green Warmet weather has brough dense fog to the area.

BANDA ACEH, Indonesia
— Indonesia on Thursday
ordered foreign aid workers in
tsunami-devastated
Aceh
province
to
have
military escorts in areas facing
v lolence by insurgents, even as
the vice president welcomed a
cease-tire offer by die rebels.
The total deadi toll from tindisaster rose to more than
157,000.
Relief groups have not
reported
any
security
problems in Aceh. where ieb

Ohio set for
a rainy day

Ohio EPA develops
new rules for lighting

1.0 Pooley AP Photo

By Terry Kinney
1HE ASSOCIMED PRESS

A respite from rain and
temperatures in the 60s across
Ohio were to be short-lived
yesterday, as forecasters said
more rain was moving in ahead
of a frigid air mass.
The warm, wet upper air
that caused heavy rain and
mudslides in the West had kept
a Canadian cold front out of
< )hio and much of the East, but
that was to change Thursday
night, said Steve Hrebenach,
a forecaster at the National
Wfeadier Station in Wilmington.
"The southwest tipper-air
flow that has brought a lot
of moisture into California is
loosely steering the weather
systems nationwide" he said.
Now that California front is
allowing the Canadian cold air
in, Hrebenach said, dropping
temperatures Thursday night
to the teens in northwest Ohio
and upper 20s in the southeast.
The cold air is pushing along

a line of showers that will dump
another half-inch of rain onto
the sodden state before die chill.
Parts of Ohio, West Virginia and
Kentucky have been Hooded
since last week when rain fell
on ground already saturated by
melted snow.
Flood warnings remained
in effect along die Ohio, Great
Miami and Scioto rivers, and
more rain could increase the
chance of flooding elsewhere.
The weather service also
warned that winds with gusts
up to 60 mpli could accompany
showers and thunderstorms in
several northern Ohio counties
through Thursday evening.
Some southern Ohio regions
had barely recovered from
massive September floods
before the latest round.
"We're
keeping
a
watch on everything and
monitoring die river, which has
been slowly going up after we
got a bunch of rain Tuesday."

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

WEATHER, PAGE 2

By Laura Collins
REP0R1ER

New rules went into effei
this week to change die wa)
hazardous lamps, such as
fluorescent
light
bulbs
containing
mercury,
are
disposed, according to the
Ohio Ijivironmental Proieciinn
Agency.
"We changed our niles to
put them in line with what is in
place at die federal level," Linda
Oros, a spokesperson tor Ohio
F.PA. said.
The new rules require lamp
recyclers to have a hazardous
waste storage permit. Also,
waste generators, collectors
and transporters must follow
specific
record
keeping,
storage and transportation
requirements.
"The new hazardous waste
regulation is geared toward
businesses only," Oros said.
"But if homeowners are
looking for a place to dispose of
fluorescent light bulbs, the ERA
hasalistoflocalrecvdingcenters

mm

INDONESIA. PAGE 2

on the website."
Craig Wiitig, the recycling
coordinator at the University
said he heard about the rules
change from the Division
of Natural Resources and
die University has already
been through the procedure
requirements.
"Hie rules change is a way oi
the 1'1'A saving, we know there
is a problem with these lamps,
handle them differently' \\ img
said.
I le also added that he thinks
there are more niles changes
still to come due to advances
in technology diat can deieei
hazardous material belter.
" technology changes need
to bring about regulatory
changes,' he said.
If not disposed properly,
die mercury in the lamps can
cause harm to both people
and the environment. The
closest place lor individuals ui
recycle fluorescent light bulbs
is Environmental Recycling
located at 527 E. Woodland
Circle.

SATURDAY
Sunny

High: 25°
Low: 13*
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MRfCrCLABLESlTH

Conkliii still leads
in the Univ. battle
By Sarah Cox
REP08tER

Three months into the Battle of
die liecyclablcs. (bnldin remains
the all-around champion for a
second month vv iih a total of 19.9
pounds recycled per resident
since the beginning of October
The Battle of the Recydables is
a recycling competition to see
what residence hall recycles die
most on a per-student average
Offenhauer residents recycled
the most in Decemlx-r and won
the two-week round with 6.5
pounds recycled per resident
"The ivvo residence halls
are really neck and neck right
now.'' Craig W'iitig. Recycling
Coordinator, said.
Overall,
second-place
Offenhauer
residents have recycled 19.8
pounds per resilient over the
three rounds, leaving one-tenth of
a pound difference between the
two top contenders
Offenhauer residents also beat
out odier resident halls in total
weight recycled. Offenhauer has
recycled over 17,000 pounds
iliioughout the contest, the
same weight as a female African
elephant.
Kohl, fonnerly in second place,
switched ranking widiOffcnahuci.
dropping to third place with
192 pounds,
Steady in the center are
I larshman, McDonald and
Rodgers.
Harshman residents remained
fourth with 18.1 pounds and
McDonald in fifth place widi 16.8
pounds. Rodgers. fonnerly tied
for fifth place with McDonald,
dropped to sixth place with
16.6 pounds
Founders residents, with an
average 153 pounds recycled, are
in seventh place and kivischei
remained in last place with 13.8
(xmnds recycled per resident
since October.

Numbers are totaled and
updated at
the start of
each month.
I he scoreboards located in
residence hall lobbies displav the
previous months totals, entire
contest totals and residence
ball rank.
Students can see bow their
residence
hall
ranks
by
checking
the
Battle
of
the
Recydables
scoreboards, by calling the
Recycling
Department
at
119372^909 or by visiting their
Web site ai www.bgsu.edu/offices. recyi le.
On-campus , residents will
battle
out
three
more
month-long round before the
winning residence ball is
announced
in April. The
contest began measuring recycled
materials in October.
The Recycling Department
has placed around 1200 large
recycle bins near residence balls
and college buildings.
I here are also 8,500 small
brown bins m I assrooms and
individual offices to make n
convenient for everyone to
recyi k according luUittig.
Off-campus students are also
encouraged to recycle Students
who live In reined house
acquire curbsidc recycling bins
that are picked up in the cm
free of charge, according to the
Bowling Green Recycling ( enta
Web site.
Off-campus
students
In
apartments can use the BGRX
drop-oil area on \. College 24
hour, a da) as well
If you're abom to put that
plastic, glass, or any other
recyclable item in the trash, walk a
little further and you should find a
recycling station." U mig said.

MONDAY
. Party
( loudy

High:24°
Low: 12
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Showers

High: 19
Low: 11*
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Engagement
study finished
Mir three-month term <>i
President Ribeau's task Force on
the Scholarship ol Engagement
will come to an end ai 5 p.m.
today.
■ In- 16 member force w.is
I in October to deliver
Ribcau with .i proposal "<>n how
best theiiimrixii) might proceed
in ordei to promote and support
the integration of the scholarship
gcment across faculty roles
(it teaching, research and service
on our campus," according to
his (ampus Update newslettet
in November. It will also help to
determine how the University can
be more engaged in serving iis
community
Once received, the president will review the report .md
present Its items and his thoughts

on nai the faculty senate meeting
Hiesdayaftemoon.
This is onl\ the first stop
in the process "I recognizing
scholarship and implementing it into the rest "i the
community, rhe president will
plan mi implementing most
suggestions Bom il"~ report,
aftet
deliberation
with
facult) and members "l the
I ngaged Universitj Council a
campus-wide discussion and
feedback focus group.
I lie Elimination ol the facult)
and stall's work uill be presented
in the Board ol Irustees on April
1,2005.
sra\ updated on this topic
Head Wednesdays paper for an
exclusive on luesdays Facult)
Senate Meeting.

Chew Tree' dom
CHEWFREE. FROM PAGE 1

men being in times more likelj
than women to use. according
to the 2000 National Household
Surve) on I irug \buse.
while studies and surveys have
shown thai nicotine replacement
products like coconut chew and
some prescription dings help
te smokers quit, Ihese
medications have not yet been
proven effective for helping
smokeless tobacco users quit.
I hat is why the research of a
\\eh site like Chewl ree.com is so
important, because it is the
lirsi program of its kind for the
treatment of smokeless tobacco
users, according to Dr. Cathj

Backinger, chiel ol the robacco
t ontrol Research Branch at \( I.
\\ hile
( hew I ree.corns
cost-free program leaves little
loom lor cash-strapped nseis
in excuse not participating,
I ini\ ersit) student Zach (lark says
that the willpowei necessarj to
quit and sta) thai way will always
lie the rnosi important ingredient
to long-term success.
" Nicies always rhe people thai
sa\ they're done, then the next
da) \on sir them with a chew in
theii mouth," dark said "I think
it's more of something thai you
have ro ger in your mindset that
you're quitting and you're going to
stick with it."

FEATURES:
•
•
•
•

New Carpet
• Tile Floors
New Furniture
• 2 Full Baths
New Kitchens
• New Appliances
Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal

Greenbriar, Inc.
(419) 352-0717 www.greenbriarrentals.com

Floods finally show signs of slowing
WEATHER. FROM PAGE 1

said
lohn
Duckworth, a
\oluiucciliiclie,htcniiannin(jthr
Washington County Emergency
Management Agency in Marietta
early Thursday
I he southern Ohio city of
about H.fiOt) was inundated
by floodwatet last week ami
in September, The Ohio Rivet
there was expected to crest
about 2 to I feet above its
35.1 loot Hood stage sometime
I riday.
'We're getting the drill down
here," said Duckworth, "Wen
had a lot ol experience lately."
I lieMuskingumRiver,which
inns into the Ohio at Marietta.
was also up Wednesday. Marv

Warren, 55. of Beverly, 13 miles
up the Muskingum River from
Marietta, said she has stayed
prepared for anything,
"I pack a bag when 1 go to
work because I don't ever know
if I'll be able to get back home,"
Warren told I 'he Marietta I hues
in an interview Wednesday.
In Celine, in western Ohio,
overflow from Grand lake St.
Mary's pushed Beaver Creek
out of its hanks, flooding the
parking lots ol a medical office
building and lloli's Audiovisual
and Appliances, forcing the
closure of the medical building
and keeping customers away
from Hobs.
"You'd have to have a pole
vault to get in there," lorn

Krick, owner of Bob's, said of
the medical building.
Krick brought in a moving van and parked it next
to his warehouse in case his
sandbags fail and he has to
transport his televisions, refrigerators, washing machines and
dishwashers to higher ground.
1 le has about $80,000 worth of
inventory in the warehouse.
He's
still
sending
workers out on repair runs and
fielding telephone calls from
customers.
Some people will call and
say, 'I need a washer. Pick it
out and bring it to us when you
can,'" he said.
floodgates
remained
up along the Ohio River,
including at Cincinnati and

nearby Covington, Ky„ where
the river was at 55.4 feet early
Thursday. Forecasters said the
Ohio wouldn't drop under its
52-foot flood stageatCincinnali
until sometime Saturday.
Nick Krupa, Army Corps
of
Engineers
operations
manager, said several Ohio
dams managed bv the corps
had unusually high water
levels.
Controlled releases were
ordered at the Bolivar Dam and
Dover Dam on the TUscarawas
River to moderate inevitable
Hooding that would be worse if
water spills over the dams.
krupa said the earthen
Bolivar Dam was being closely
monitored for seepage that
might indicate soil erosion.

Escorted workers address malaria

INDONESIA. FROM PAGE 1

phone interview that the arm)
considers only the areas
around the provincial capital
. Banda Aceh and the stricken
coastal town of Meulabob safe
for foreigners,
(Ithet areas aside from thai
are potential trouble spots,'
he said. Anyone going to (he
troubled /ones must take
military escorts. Bui Basuld
warned: "We don't have enough
personnel to secure everyone."
Health officials planned a
massive spraying campaign
slatting Fridaj in Indonesia's
disaster zone to head off the
threat of malaria, which one
expert said could kill up to
100,1100 people ill the coming
months If authorities don't ad
quickly to kill mosquitoes.
Indonesia's Social Affairs
Ministry raised the country's
official death toll limn the
Dec, 26 disaster to 110.2251.
an increase of nearly 4.000.
Sumatra
island's
Aceh
province was worst hit, With the
number of people missing
there at more man 12,000, with
18 homeless survivors,

I loath lolls also went up in
India - by 345, to 10,672 —
and in Sri Uinka — bv six, to
:I0,WW. The overall toll across 11
nations stands at 157.642.
Indonesia's
restrictions
highlight its sensitivity over
foreign involvement in the
humanitarian effort especially
thai of troops from the United
States, Australia, Singapore
and lapan,
The
security
measures
represent an effort to regain
control of Aceh and die west
coast of Sumatra island. Before
the disaster, the inihiau
controlled Aceh with a tight
grip, and foreign |ournalists
and aid workers were barred.
Widespread rights abuses were
reported.

Still fully committed
Rebel leaders reaffirmed their
commitment to a cease-fire they
declared hours after the Dec. 26
earthquake that sent killer waves
fanning out across the Indian
C Icean.
Indonesia's vice president
welcomed the cease-fire oiler.
"Indonesia will also make
efforts toward it." lusuf Kalla

said at the vice presidential
palace
The U.S. ambassador to
Indonesia urged lakarta and
rebels to negotiate peace
Both sides should get together
quickly, negotiate a settlement
and gel on with rebuilding
Aceh,' ambassador B. Lynn
I'ascoe said Thursday.
Kalla said Tuesday that
Indonesia wants the foreign
iroops io leave the country by
late March. Survivors among
the tens of thousands living in
refugee camps welcomed the
loreigi i troops, which have been
living helicopter aid missions
to otherwise inaccessible areas
and running held hospitals.
Security (ears also have
restricted aid deliveries in Sri
Lanka,where lamD flgerrebek
have accused Indian and U.S.
forces of being sent to spy on
them.
The
separatist
rebels
recruited three girls living in
refugee camps to their ranks.
but two of them were released,
said'ledChaihan.llNK I I chiel
in Sri Uinka. I he girls ages 11
and 12 were let go in the rebels
and reunited with their parents,

said Geoffrey keel. UNICEF
spokesman in Colombo. The
agency was working to gain
freedom for the third girl, who
was 15.
In India's remote Andaman
islands, battered by the
tsunami,
Red
Cross
officials said rebel supplies had
disappeared from the docks in
Port Hlair. the territory's capital,
and were later found to have
been taken by government
workers
I hey hijacked our relief
material." said Basudev I'ass,
juini secretary of the Indian Red
( loss Sue lety Ihcv want to
take all the relief material and
distribute it. We are very clear
that we will go and distribute ir
to the real beneficiaries."
I lass alsc i said thai more than
3,100 gallons of mineral water
Intended for tsunami victims
had been used as bath water In
a district official, lie was later
attacked bj villagers, residents
and officials said. Residents
said he was recalled to I'on
Hlair, although authorities said
lie went lliere because he was
"suffering from fatigue."

STOP YOUR HAIR LOSS!
Bal v ess

Laser Hair
6' Skin
Therapy

•Heredity
•Menopause
Changes
Changes
Stress

Bonnie Grimm. C.T.

419-352-6215

NO DBUGS, SUBGEXy OK SIX UltCTS

KWIING &HIUI IOU1I0K

TIRED OF PLAYING THE WAITING GAME?

Bowling Green's Only Modern Laundromat!
Located at 111 Railroad Street - Next to Kinko's
• Card System - No More Quarters!
• Megatouch Video Game
• Air Hockey
• Pool Table
• Sale Prices Starting at .99 cents!

• Soda and Snack Vending
•Air Conditioning
• X-Large Washers
• Security Cameras
• Open 24/7

Free WI-FI HOT SPOT
Check out www.LMARIES.com for live in-store video and more details!

BGSU
2005

LEADERSHAPE

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

• Are you looking to enhance your leadership skills?
• Do you want to build more successful work teams?
• Do you want to make a larger impact at BGSU?
Information Sessions:
Wednesday, January 19, 2005 - 201 BTSU
Thursday, February 3, 2005 -- 201 BTSU

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
EXTRA AMENITIES

Taking Applications Now!
Applications are available at the OCI/LeaderShape
website: www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/getinvolved/leadershape.html
Completed applications are due by February 11, 2005.

.eaderShaoe
FOR MORE INFORMATION.
CALL THE OFFICE OF CAMPUS INVOLVEMENT AT 372-2343 OR E-MAIL INVOLVED@BGNET.BGSU.EOU

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.com
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
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GRAPHIC DESIGN ART WILL BE A SIGHT TO SEE
Current work by former student interns at BGSU
UniGraphics will be on display today from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. in the Williard Wankleman Gallery of the
Fine Arts Center. The designers will hold a three-day
workshop consisting of discussion panels, lectures
and portfolio reviews.

www.bgnsws.com/campus

CAMPUS

Infl enrollment at BGSU above average

By Holly Abrams
ftE PORTER

Despite recently enforced
background checks and regulations for international student
enrollment since 9/11, the number of foreign students attending
the University is still on the rise,
healing the national average.
Foreign student enrollment
has increased 3.5 percent this
year, while the national average
has dropped by 2.4 percent.
As noted by the Institute of
International Education in an
annual report examining the
2003-2004 year on academic
mobility this past month, this is
the first nationwide decrease in
enrollment since 1971.
There were 610 students from
90 foreign countries on campus
this fall semester, and overall,
the University has seen a 7.4
percent increase in international students since fall 2001.
Included in the numbers arc
16 freshmen from 12 countries
admitted this fall, said Director
of Undergraduate Admission

Gary Swegan.
Numbers for this semester
are not available yet. as they
are still being counted and
Students are continuing to register, but they should remain

generally tbe same as lasl Monastery saH Jeffrey Grilliot, director
of International Programs.
Nationwide. 480 institutions
have seen more decreases than
increases in foreign student
enrollment, according to the
Institute's report
Reasons for the declining number of international
students nationwide, GrUliot
said, include a slowdown in
the process for issuing student
visas after an electronic tracking

system was created following
Sept, 11,2001.
One of the post 9/11 implementations is the Student and
Exchange Visitor Information
System, which colleges and universities were required to have
installed by )uly 2003.
The University was in the
top 5 percent of schools to
successfully implement SEVIS,
Grilliot said.
SEVIS regards information about current and newly
admitted international students,
and includestheexpectcdlength
of their stay in the United States.
SEVIS is part of a database that
is compared with names on
intelligence or law enforcement
lists.
"I believe that we (at
the University. had an
aggressive approach in order
to react quickly to the visa
problems, and I think that that
helped us," Grilliot said.
Some problems that other
schools encountered involved
the volume of international students that are admitted and processed, and the time it took to
get SEVIS up and running. The
University has an experienced
staff and a medium number
of international students that
allowed them to process all the
students quickly. Crilliot said.
Another issue may be the
language barrier, Swegan said.
"It's difficult to recruit
undergraduate students when
the University does not have
an intensive English language
program. We tend to get and
require students to have some
proficiency in the English
language," he said.
In addition, the number of
foreign students may be

Financial aid scams show
things too good to be true
By Brad Foss
'HI

ASSOCIATED PRESS

After a 90-minute sales pitch
from a company that promised
to increase the financial aid
eligibility of her college-bound
kids, Conine Nocerino signed a
$1,950 contract on the spot. She
would soon regret that decision.
Her
son's
guidance
counselor found out and Immediately warned Nocerino, who
lives in Spotsyvlania County,
Va„ that the symposium she
attended in November 2003 at
a nearby hotel sounded like a
scam. The counselor explained
that the kids' funding eligibility would not suffer if Nocerino
Oiled out the form herself, as the
symposium led her to believe,
and that free help was available. Feeling betrayed, Nocerino
demanded her money back.
"They were not completely
honest," she said.
The
Federal
Trade
Commission agreed. Now the
agency, which had cracked down
on the company once before, is
attempting to shut it down and
return nearly $2 million to thousands of consumers. Nocerino's
story has a familiar ring, educators say. and an important
lesson in it for parents: As long
as there are college-bound
students who need financial aid,
there are scammers looking to
take advantage of them.
Experts said reputable financial aid consultants generally
charge one-tenth (he amount
of scammers, whose fees often
exceed$l,000and whose moneyback guarantees may not be as
rock solid as they seem.
the PTC accuses NSFA of
violating the terms of a previous
settlement, reached in August
2003, by falsely representing,
as it allegedly did to Nocerino
and others, its ability to boost
students' financial aid eligibility,
as well as the amount of money
likely available to them.
The FTC says that over the
years NSFA, which agreed in
its August 2003 settlement
to pay $115,000 and cease
making false claims, has
defrauded some 40,000 consumers out of $10 million. The

FTC also alleges that NSFA
lied to consumers who were
promised refunds in the event
they did not receive aid.
Keith Flicker, a New York
lawyer representing Integrated
Capital, called the ITC's act ions
"over the top, outrageous and
baseless" and said they grew
out of unfounded "conceptions
about this whole industry."
"1 think there is a need for
this industry, just as H&R Block
provides tax services, which
you basically can do for free
also," Flicker said. Moreover,
Flicker said NSFA has adequately revised its sales pitch with
disclaimers and disclosures so
as not to mislead consumers.
By acting quickly (there was
a 3-day period in which the
contract could be canceled),
Nocerino got back the initial
$300 she had paid. And she
secured college funding for her
son without paying a nickel, by
filling out a government form
known as the Free Application
for Federal Student Aid, or
FAFSA.
The number of financial
aid-related complaints made to
the Frc has increased In recent
years, from just above 300 in
2001 to nearly 600 in 2003.
according to a May 2004 report
presented to Congress. Officials
believe that count vastly
understates the problem, which
they say increasingly affects
recent immigrants who may
be reluctant to contact federal
authorities out of fear of being
deported.
A classic scheme, Hawkins
said, is one in which a company
will call promising to conduct a
search of all the available sources of scholarships and financial
aid in order to match students
up with potential fits.
But it's probably a waste of
money, he said, because such
information is available for free
at various Web sites, including
the Department of Education's,
"where two-thirds of scholarship and aid money is going
to come from." The agency
intends to provide some $67
billion, or more than two-thirds
of all student aid, this year.

attributed to the location of the completed, he said.
University in a basically safe and
"I'm really happy for BGSU,
rural setting, he said.
and we hope that we continOther related reasons that ue to build on the success. It
have contributed to the national always takes a lot of hard work,"
decline include that prospective Crilliot said. "Securing visas for
students from certain countries international students is a long
have been subject to 30-day and complicated process. There
background checks, and by the are also factors with other issues,
time they were cleared, they such as the embassies that issue
missed deadlines and couldn't t he visas."
attend U.S. universities. Some
Some students have respondmay also have been deterred by ed, and the University is now in
a perception that the country the process of receiving applicaisn't safe due to the threat of tions from them, Crilliot said.
We have several students that
terrorism.
"In general, the cost of I met in the fall that have already
education nationally is going up been admitted, and other
and there's more competition students are still in the
from Australia, Canada and the application process," he said.
UK," Grilliot said.
"We will continue to follow-up on
t.iilliot recently made a trip the contacts in Southeast Asia
to Southeast Asia to recruit and we're going to continue to
prospective students. During respond as quickly as possible."
that trip, nearly 1,000 inquiry
Studying abroad is very
cards about the Univcrvit' were valuable, Grilliot said

"The students who come here
get a good education and they
also learn about us, our culture and what it's like to be an
American,'hesaid."lt'snot what
you see in the movies or on television, but actually interacting
with fellow students. In some
countries from which the students come, they may not have
the same educational opportunities that we have here.
"We're
evaluating
the
numbers now to see if we're
going to continue this effort,"
Grilliot said, "One of the things
the University thinks is very
important is providing all of
our students the opportunity to
learn about other nations, and
there are several ways to do that,
and one way is to have international students come here."
The number of graduate
students is higher at both the
University, and nationwide.

Grilliot said.
"One of the reasons is that
a two-year degree is less
expensive than a four-year
degree and graduate students
are more focused on their
research." h.'said.
The majority of international
students at the University, as
well as nationwide, have come
from India and China.
While the number of
degree-seeking, foreign graduate students at the University
has remained at just over Hit).
the number Of undergraduates
increased to 153 this fall, alter
having dropped to 97 in 2003.
The remaining international students are considered
guests —they are not seeking a
degree but are fully enrolled.
'We think there is great value
in diversifying the student
population In general. Swegan

Information Technology Spotlight

SPAM filtering and your
BGNET account...

Did you know?
> Each BGNet email account has, by default, the flexibility to filter email, including
email considered to be SPAM. Some account holders have opted to activate and
configure these filters.
> Inbound BGNet email messages are analyzed by the server to determine the
possibility that they contain SPAM. Messages with SPAM characteristics are
given a SPAM content tag and will include a X-MASF:xxx% line in the header
of the message.
> The content tag assigned to a message can then be used to filter suspected
SPAM in email applications like BGSU WebMail and Eudora.
> Samplings of inbound BGNet email messages indicate that email messages with
a content tag at the 100 percent confidence level can account for as much as
60 percent of inbound mail.
Increased sophistication in the product
used to generate the confidence score
for email messages has allowed us to be
confident in the decision to begin to block
messages marked with a 100 percent
confidence score.
Beginning January 19, 2005, email
messages with a 100 percent confidence
score will no longer be delivered.
Messages sent between BGNet accounts
will not be affected.

BGSU
Office of the Chief Information Officer

419-372-7712
www.bgsu.edu/offices/cio

See http://www.bgsu.edu/
offices/cio/page7677.html for
• further details on your BGNet
email account and SPAM
• information about the method
used to mark a message with a
confidence level
• information on how to
configure your BGNet account
with filtering capabilities
• information on how to filter
email using Eudora Pro on
a PC
• information on how to filter
email using Eudora Pro
on a Mac
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"Based on what we know today, the president would have taken the same aetion
because this is about protecting
the American people."
White House Press Secretary Scott McCkfian, after the administration
acknowledged that its search tor Iraqi WMDs had come up empty handed
(IKWM •
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Expand recycling off campus

A*, llir
n».m *. U,iil,>
As
the Mnii
University's
Battle ,,l
ol
the Ftecydables reaches Ms hall
way point campus residents are
finding themselves more environ
mentally-friendly asthey compete
in a residence hull recycling hiawl.

BovvlingGreen State University
prides iisclt mi being a "recycling campus," with more than
1,200 large recycling bins in residence halls, along with recycling
containers in dormrooms and
classrooms.
However, while H is easy tor

vnil
YOU nrpinr
DECIDE

I

Do you think more recycling
opportunities should be made
(or off-campus students? Send
an e-mail to thenews@bgnews.
com and tell us what you think.
or post feedback on our web site.

students on campus to recycle,
students living oil campus are
not as able to do their pan in
helping the environment
Many on-campus students

,take
.1 . .1...
.... recycling
. t?
the 1brown
con1.iincr iii their room tor granted.
The city oi Bowling Green also
provides recycling services lor Its
residents,
Hni mcisi students in apartmenis limi themselves without
opportunities to recycle, with the
exception ofin the classroom
Hie city of Bowling Green
should work with its renters
in providing more recycling
opportunities lor their tenants.
While off-campus students

\s Mm all know, this Monday
there will he no classes. Do you
know why that is? For those
ol you who do not know, I'll
attempt to explain.
Monday is Martin Luther King
li Day lie was one ol the most
Influential civil rights leaders
and made great snides to build
equality in America.
Sol ask, what does that mean

to you?
Anything?

Well, to mi'it is a huge deal.
Because of the accomplishments
of l)i. King, I am able 10 attend
college, eat where I want to,
and Interact with people of all
nationalities, lam able to speak
up about things I do not agree
with and 1101 have In lace being
beaten because ol 'it.
Sir. Monday forme, isn't |usi
another day out of classes, but
instead is a day to remember a
remarkable man. It is a day to
relied on how one man with a

dream helped to shape the way
America is today. I think a lot

of people get caught up in Just
getting out 1 it classes and really

don't take the time to realize why
they have the day off

TIM
CABLE

Guest Columnist
One common dissatisfaction associated with
living in a residence hall
is, of course, the frequent
occurrence of false fire alarms.
Every other week or so. some
resident decides to either burn
his or her popcorn or pull a
lever, and the result is a crowd

of people waiting outside until
the alarm stops ringing.
My dissatisfaction, however, is
a slightly augmented version of
this common complaint. While it
is frustrating to hear a fire alarm
ring mid-shower. 01
mid-Seinfeld, 1 lend to be less
upset with the fact that I have
to walk outside than I do with
the fact that I have to, every time,
spend and hour of my lile
waiting to go back in.
Occasionally in ihe spirit
i it addressing this anticipated

complaint a staff member of
Residence Life will walk out on
die steps of Rodgers during a
fire drill, and start preaching in
that study-hall-monitor-tone
of-voice, something to the effect
ol: tkw, you're going to have
to stand out here lor a while,

because every time the alarm
goes off we have to key into
every single room."
Wait. Tney are keying into
every single room?
Since when lias living
on campus meant signing away
privacy and rights to
under-qualified individuals to
exploit at their whims? Someone
belter bring In a scholar to
explain to me how it is
necessary, right, justified,
productive, in-line, responsible
or legal to key into every single

room ever single lime a fire

alann is pulled1 Even the dirtiest,
most unreasonable landlords
respect the privacy ol their
tenants in contacting them
24 hours before entering their
places of residence unless there
is some dire emergency.
Is a lire alarm an emergency?
Well, it might be if it is set off
because of a fire, but some jerk
pulling it to hear the click does
not constitute an emergency by
any standards.
Aside from the fact that key
Ing into every room during a fire
alarm is a clear violation ol the
privacy of residents, isn't it also a
bit unnecessary?
I las anyone affected by this
atrocity thought to ask the
question: What are these guys
looking for? Maybe I was asleep
when everyone else heard about
some wild advancement in RA
forensic methods (maybe that's
why rent is so high), but the lire
alarms occur from Incidents
mat have to take place in the
hallways (i.e. the pulling of a
lire alarm, or the setting off of a
hallway smoke detector), not the
rooms which are being searched.

Have these searches ever
produced a suspect? A
promising lead? Is there ever
some kind of trail of evidence left
after an alarm which leads back
to a suspect's room or a concrete
cause other than burnt popcorn?
No. Then, what could these
guys possibly be doing while
they are keying into every room?
Whatever trie answer, a
sound-minded individual does
not have to be persuaded that
Residence Ufe staff members are
not, in carrying out these act ions,
working toward the best interest
of the students whose places of
residence are being searched.
Now, before I go too far, my

BGMVS

CARRIE WHITAKER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210West Mall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Cireen, Ohio 43403
Phone:(419)372-6966
E-mail: thenews#bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com

procrastinators

ON THE STREET

I leel this day is just as

important as any other
holiday, and should be given the
same respect. So I ask you all
this Monday to lake some time
to reflect on Dr. King and the
impact he has had on your life.
I leave you with a quote from
Dr. King's' I Have a Dream"
speech: "I have a dream that my
foui children will one day live
in a nation where they will not
be judged by the color of their
skin hut by the content ol their
character.''
Has this day come? Will it
evert
SHAMIKA JACKSON
SOPHOMORE
shamikji" bgnet.bgsu.edu

Fire alarms not fair to residents

"If you could be
someone else for a day,
who would you be
and why?"

Attention all procrastinators: Read this column,
and 1 mean now. not later.
Okay so I guess if you are
reading on that means you are
aprocrastinator. just like me.
Contrary to what some people

think, there is actually a way to
beat procrastination, i )ne night

I got creative and devised a
game for any one looking to do
so. Trust me, il is a game with
worthwhile incentives for college
students. I in going to give some
background information before
explaining the game.

ASHLEY ALPER
JUNIOR, JOURNALISM

Data presented by Ihomaa

"Napoleon Dynamite,
so I can wear
thoseflippin sweet
moon boots."

M. Brinlhaupt ill the College
Student loiinial In a2001 study
implies thai main ol us college

students put off those things
that should be done. Krinth.iupl
surveyed 162 undergraduates.
and 82 percent said they often
cram, whfle 59 percent said die)
procrastinate.
I> for one, have always
wondered what caused
procrastination. But several
professors from the I IniM-isiK ul
Wisconsin did a study titled I lie
impact of Hope, Procrastination
and Social Activity on Academic
Performanceol Midwestern
College Students." fhis study
found that students who have
mine hope lor excelling in a
class were less likely to
procrastinate, while total social
activity did not correlate with
procrastination.
All, Bowling Green students
can breath a sigh of relief. All
those drunken nights do not
make us procrastinators! And
don't gel me wrong, I know we
procrastinate. The day before
1 have a paper due or an exam,
1 usually heai ol ai least one

purpose in making these claims

is certainly not to dishonor a
slafl 'memlxT of Residence I.He. I

do believe that many employees
of this office are dedicated and
hard-working. I also understand
they have certain obligations to
ensure the safety and order of
the residence halls thev oversee
But, is it not possible to ensure
die safety of students and order
ol the buildings in which they

live without
alienating their rights as tenants
and human beings?
I'm afraid dial too mam
students living on-campus
have a misunderstanding of
what, exactly, a Staff member of
Residence Life is supposed to be
working toward.
1 mink die fact that we (people living on-campus) are paying around $400 per month to
share a quaint, poorly furnished,
plumbing-less, one window,
commercially carpeted room
points to what the function of
this office is supposed to be.
Are students paying this office
so much money so it can herd
them around like kindergartneis
and pay employees to use
judgment when determining
the best moment to invade their
privacy In the false name of
securing order? Idoni mink so.
IfResidcncelJfeisnot
working as fast as diey can
toward devising, implementing
and enforcjng working methods
which maintain the general best
interest of the student who is
paying enormous amounts of
money to live on-campus, then
what, I think any reasonable
on-campus-residing student
should want to know, are they
working toward?

ASHLEY FINKE
JUNIOR,
ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY

"Napoleon's friend
Pedro, so I can
build a cake. Sweet!"

ELIZABETH RAUSCH
SOPHOMORE,
PSYCHOLOGY

person In the class who has noi
started preparing.

I sit at my desk for hours
trying to start my homework,

"Jennifer Aniston, so
1 can say I slept with
Brad Pitt."

but then TV the Internet or that
wonderful thing called AIM that
has all those friends and away
messages on it distracts me.
1 can't recall the number of
nights 1 have gone out when I
had an exam or something due
die next day. But do you other
procrastinators really blame
me? I cannot study when dollar
draft night is calling my name!
The only defining trait of a
procrastinalor that I lack is that
"Procrastinalor's Creed" poster
that oddly enough, is sold at
every bookstore in town.
Now that I've exemplified how
college students procrastinate,
and explained things that may
or may not cause procrastination, let's play die game. This
may eventually remove all procrastinating inhibitions from our

MEGHAN 0'NEIL
SOPHOMORE, VCT
"Phil Collins, so I can
take myself off the
airwaves. Man, I hate
Phil Collins."

E-mail comments to Tim at
iimt>t)ic@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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I tepartment saved nearly $33,000
in landfill fees by recycling, while
also making money selling the
recyclable items.
The addition of recyclahles from large apartment
complexes would save even more
money, as well as further aid the
community
off-campus
students
interested in recycling while on
campus can find sorted recycling
bins in classrooms, as well as in
llie Union.

PEOPLE Self-help for all

JJHEfr TO THE EDITOR
MLKJnDayis
more than just
a day off class

,
.1
..
^^^^
have the option of taking their tunities, many renters could
recydaHes to the BGRX drop- cut down on waste manage
off area on North College Street, mem costs, as well as prevent
most lack the time and the means
unnecessary build-up in the
to do so. Because of this, many do
Bending Green-area landfills.
not recycle as often, if at all.
Contests like Battle of the
If renters could provide
Recyelables encourage students
recycling bins for their tenants
to get involved. By providing
like the University provides
incentives and acknowledgeus residents thousands more
ment to off-campus students, the
pounds of discarded pop cans. University could further promote
water bottles, and newspapers
recycling in off-campus apartroulilbe recycled.
ment and housing complexes.
By providing these opporlast year, the Recycling

NICOLE
DELISIO
A Nicklc in
Your Pickle
minds. I found research from
the American Psychological
Association that showed steps
students could lake to deal with

procrastination
I his game will lx' played like

most other games, only with a
BGSU twist Everyone playing
which better be all those
procnisiinatiiiMiut there, will
start working on these steps
right away. II you are the first to
complete all five steps, you and
J i mi friends win an all-expensepaid liar crawl to the 15orso
bars in town.
t Ikav now since that bar crawl
is not a reality, we can dream,
can't we?
While you are playing this
game, imagine no cover charges
at any bars that have them on

certain nights. Not to mention
that annual meal at Taco Bell or
Waffle I louse for free afterward.
Go ahead, fight for it like it

actuall) Is going to happen and
take these steps
First outline the small steps
needed to complete any project
you are working on. Instead of
trying to finish your entire paper,
break it down into steps It is not
always necessary to start at the
beginning, and this belief may
slow your progress.

Men, use incentives to assist
you. As if that free bar crawl is
not enough incentive, know that
for each time block you spend
studying, you can take a break
fol leisure.
Ihe fourth step is to
methodically break dirough your
w riters block. Talk through your
ideas widi friends or professors,
and write your thoughts down.
Gel your ideas out and work
through them before scrutinizing sentences.
Now to the last step. You are
one step away from that bar
crawl! All you have to do is
rccogni/t- and accept that writing and studying are time consuming. You won't be
perfect the first time around, so
don't msii yourself. Expect to go
through several drafts, and read
over notes several times. If you
do this, the workload you think
seems outrageous will be
narrowed down.
Now, to my fellow
procrastinators who want that
bar crawl, let die games begin!
E-mail comments to Nicole at
iidelisi@bgnei.bgsu.edu.
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Tsunami relief shouldn't divert
attention from other problems
"Weeping in the face
of one tragedy and
being indifferent in
the face of a greater
tragedy makes the
U.S. a hypocrite."

poverty-relief efforts.
The tsunami is a
highly-publici/ed disaster, but
it is not the most urgent problem the world faces.
There are 100 million land
mines around the world.
I here arc two land mines for
every child in Cambodia, yet
President Bush refused to send
anyone to the conference held
last year to address this issue.
About 3 million people die
from malaria every year. By the
year 2010,24 million people will
have died from AIDS in Africa equaling about H,(KK) every day.
A lot of resources are
diverted from issues ihat are
just as urgent as the tsunami
because they are not receiving
as much publicity
It makes political sense
to put a face of sympathy on
a highly publicized tragedy
such as the tsunami disaster
However, sadness, grief and
kindness are not relative terms;
they are absolute terms.
rherefore, weeping in the
lace of one tragedy and being
Indifferent in the face of a
greatei tragedy makes the
United States a hypocrite.

IKECHUKWU
ENENMOH
U-Wire Columnist
/emu Sltilt-1 V'/r
/(mil State L'imvrsity
The proverb. "Ml (hat glitlers is not gold," should
be the title of the disaster-relief effort by the United
Stales The United Si,lies.
along with other Western
nations, has pledged millions
of dollars to tsunami victims.
I lowever, as history has
taught us, pledging large sums
of money to a disaster is not
necessarily a good thing.
To see why this is so, three
questions need to be answered:
Will the money pledged
actually be delivered? If H is
delivered, will money be diverted from already existing
programs? Will the aid get to
the people that need it the
most?
If previous disasters have
taught us anything, il is that aid
promised is run always delivered. Last year, after Iran was
hit by an earthquake, the world
promised SI billion in aid. So
far, only about SI 7 million has
been delivered
In 1998, after Hurricane
Mitch hit Central America, the
world promised $9 billion, lb
date, less than $4 billion has
been delivered, according to
BBC News,
I ven as the pledges keep
pouring in. it makes sense to
be skeptical especially since
the United States might use
this as an excuse to divert
money from existing

its experience in dealing with
humanitarian issues.
Further, the United Slates'
initial contribution of $35
million is evidence that Bush
does not understand the things
thai must be done to relieve
the tsunami victims.
Every unfortunate situation
has a silver lining, but it is up to
the person or people involved
to choose a response. If
someone is sick and dying, he
can choose to build the
character of the people around
him or worry about dying.
The tsunami tragedy is no
different; there are choices to
be made. Should we mend
the image of the U.S. military
by giving ii a prominent role
in leliei efforts, bypassing the
United Nations in the process,
or should we strengthen the
I United Nations by putting their
face on a highly publicized

The final question thai must
be answered is: Will the aid get
to the people who need it the
most? I he answer to dlis
question is no. Hush has once
again decided to undermine
the United Nations'role in
world affairs.
Three days after the tsunami
disaster, the United Stales
formed a coalition with lapan,
India and Australia to coordinate relief efforts, rhe United
Nations would be the best body
in run relief efforts because of

tragedy?
Should we view this as a
chance to call the world's
attention to other urgent problems, or should we dwell only
in the emotions of the present?
I bis is a chance to transform
a tragedy Into a triumph and
a predicament Into a human
achievement As leader of the
world's onK superpower. Bush
is not making the right choices
to make this happen.
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Bloggers could save journalism
stories almost daily and gaining access to the same sources,
all without press passes. At the
IX'mocratic and GOP national
conventions, there were
pseudo-newsrooms lull of
people whose onh credentials
were inquisitive minds and
laptops; that's reporting in its
purest form.
Onbisblog, pressthink.
org, New York University

COURTNEY
BALESTIER
'lumttist
VK Daily Athmeum

WatVhgUii University
The drama at CBS is the
latest punch to deepen
the dented credibility of
the media.
The broadcast news giant
just couldn't achieve the
accuracy—something
journalists should kind of have
a knack for — that one blogger
nailed with a post about forged
National Guard documents.
Mow that CBS and layson
Blair have made "media"
synonymous with "liar," it
seems a profession that's

Department of Journalism

nothing without its readers'
mist is losing its foundation.
But the press' salvation is the
\ ery eye that's catching its
mistakes: bloggers.
I he media can hate these
Internet quasi-reporters for
exposing their shortcomings.
They can embrace them for
restoring the transparency
that's been clouded by profitand competition-minded executives, producers and reporters.

Better yet, they can hire
them.
Bloggers aren't going away,
and there's no reason that they
should. They're scooping

Chaa and media critic lay
Rosen articulated this trend
with a clarity thai editors and
producers should have realized
long ago.
"We need to keep the press
from being absorbed into The
Media. This means keeping the
word press, which is antiquated," he wrote. "But included
under its modem umbrella
should be till who do the serious work in journalism, regardless of the technology used. I be
people who will invent the next
press in America — and who
are doing it now online —
continue an experiment at least
250 years old."
The thousands ol bloggers
like loshua Micali Marshall of

taDdngpointsmemo.com are
the ones excelling in journalism.
and they're mil technical!) journalists. But il they were silting
at the cubicles ol The New forll
1 iines. they would he the rookie
reporters pulling the senior

staffers to shame,

I heir motivation is simple
— they want to know what's
going on — and that will always
spawn better journalism than
Mary Mapes1 desire to stick it to
the president.

fhe media industry, not the
press, creates its own
headaches, It's a machine that
foi decades has grown in
experience, but also in
corporatism, Accuracy used
to be the goal of all journalists,
and that's why readers trusted
them Now. credible journalism
is as mymoronic as military

Intelligence,

1 he problem that bloggeis
don't have is Ihat they're not
distorted by increasing profit
or kowtowing to advertisers or
breaking the biggest story.
[hey don't need 12
compering flashy graphics on
the screen to gain points in the
ratings; the) re writing what
tbev think, and so belt if
people read it.
Iheombudsmen and
public relations people can try
to assuage the skeptics, but
CHS has proven that the

skeptics are onto something,
I he silver lining loi the media
is that their skeptics can do
what their journalists have
obviously lost the touch for.
Pour people and a legend
ary news anchor are leaving
CBS. Maybe Andrew I lev ward
should gii blog-siirling and see
if anyone wants a job,

What do you think? E-mail and
tell us at thenews@bgnews.com.

Space exploration has universal appeal
return to the moon? Or travel to
other worlds?
But maybe people are
reluctant to go out and actually
explore other worlds because
thai takes money \nd sure.
many complained when thev
foundOUI Bush wanted to start
increasing NASAs budget just a
little every yen.
I don't gel this Surely space

STEPHEN
BURNETT
V WinCohmnal
Kentudy Kernel
UimeratyefKetudt)
Uglv political scandals, decadent media
scandals, controversial movies and the nastiest
presidential election most can
leineinbei
what an
awesome year!
But what might have made
theyeai even more interesting
was that di-spite the destruction ol the space shuttle
Columbia near!) two years ago,
2004 saw multiple fascinating
steps toward increasing human
presence in space someday
One problem: [hat news
didn't get as high-profile
ii A ei age .is the election, two
weird people surnained

exploration is something
everyone can agree on, regardless of religion, background,
need, whatevei VbU doubt-'
Liberals, secularists, humanists
many ol you buy into the
whole find extraterrestrial life"
thing, and ii you find any of that,
then it not only makes Cod look
bad but it makes harthlings look
silly foi acting as if were the
Old) ones around.
Also, if there an' aliens out
there, then you could safely
assume most ol them don't
have adequate access to health

"Jackson" and other

insurance, so we would need to

fix that
And conservatives — what
gives? I his is thi'perfect
opportunity foi vmerica to take
the lead in space after getting
slightly shown up by Bed Russia
in die early '60s. And you ve
ii it g men what else we can do
up in orbit and beyond:
strategic missile defense.
It doesn't take a whole lot
to fund the new stuff, either.
N \s\s stuff may look expensive,
but ii costs a mere fraction of
the budget the Department of
Agriculture annually throws into
\nieiicandin.
And this year a leu people
go to work without NASA
including millionaires with
spate time like arch-humanist
Paul Allen from Microsoft, who
funded the \-Prize competition

for private spaceflight
Last year, adventure-geek
Mike Mclvill won the S10

BRf.no new

HOUSES
AUMlflBlE FOIL 2005

twisted leahtv l\ shows.
Part of it is bad public
relations on NASAs part Space
navel needs to look cool again
to a nation that likes to he
entertained. In short. NASA
needs a Steve I ruin.

• 3 & 4 Bedroom Houses
• 1-2 Car garages w/autornatic openers
• Microwaves,garbage disposals, dishwashers
• Washer & dryer in every home
•Walk-in closets,ample storage
• 2 blocks from campus w/shuttle service
• Starting at $1200.00 (limit 3 people)

One year ago, President
Bush addressed NASAat us
headquarters in Washington,
IK . I in those who forgot or
missed a. Bush echoed John
I Kennedy's call to journey to
the moon, calling for NASA to

million by steering
his SpaceShipOne craft up from
a carrier plane past the

atmosphere three times.
And for the rest of us
EarthUngs — today, the
I luygens probe will plummet
down inward the planet Saturnlargest moon Titan, maybe
splashing into an ocean.
tin Mars, the Spirit and
Opportunity probes are still
alive after a year of action and
they're still working hard on
opposite sides of Earth's sister
planet. Meanwhile on Earth.
NASA's space shuttles are back
in action beginning this spring.
This century could get more
interesting for all of human

civilization, Ifweletit

KLEVERS JEWELRY
89<ty/ea*L <ty/mina • 0r*vinp lAe <%/fuivxli/y ilnee Y9i6
Klevers Jewelry
* JEWELRY
* DIAMONDS
I

* PENDANTS

* BRACELETS
* CLOCKS AND W ATCHES
* BATTERIES INS TALLED

ENGRAVING

JEWtlRv , TROPHIES - SILVER • PtAOUES

regroup and reorganize after
the Columbia disaster and

Open Monday

implement a vision toward
returning to the moon: lirsl
with robots, then with humans
In at least 2020.
So win didn't more people
think. "I ley! Wouldn't another
moon landing be great?" Isn't
anyone jealous of our ancestors
because thev got to see the first
lunar landing but we missed it?
And don't more Americans
want to answer Toin-llanks-aslim-l.ov ell's question at the end
of "Apollo 13 : When will we

419-352-0717

y.419-;K3-6691 • 1-800-569-3988
& Haskins (Fairview Plaza)

CRIENIRIAH, INC.

Welcome
BGSU Students!
/

20% off
! ANY Product

20% off
ANY Service !

w/select stylists, expires 2/15/05
w/select stylists, expires 2/15/05 |
■ ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■talBal**"«*"">*'

181 South Main • Bowling Green, OH 43402 • (419)352-4101- (419)352-2611

Sign your lease today for the 2005-2006 year!
Stop by anytime to see a model apartment!
No appointment necessary!
HEAT & CABLE INCLUDEDI
1520 Clough St. •352-0164
Office Hours: 9:00am- 4:30pm or visit us at www.universityapartments.us
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NATION'S LARGEST RETAILER STRIKES A POSE

MTH1

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) - Wal-Mart bought
full-page ads in more than 100 newspapers around
the nation yesterday to highlight its message that it
provides opportunity for advancement and that its
stoics provide mainly full-time jobs with a broad
benefits package.

Judge: Cease
biology labels
"This material should be stickers as a show of tolerance,
approached with an open nol religious activism.
"Science
and
religion
ATLANTA — A federal mind, studied carefully and
are related and they're not
judge Thursday ordered a critically considered."
"This is a great day for mutually exclusive," school
suburban Atlanta school Cobb County students," said district
attorney l.inwood
system to remove stickers Michael Manely, an allot ncv GurUl said
in its high school biology for the parents who sued ovei
This sticker was an effort to
textbooks
that
call the stickers,
get past thai conflict and to
evolution "a theory, not a fact,"
"They're going to be
saying the disclaimers were an permitted to learn science teach good science."
The judge disagreed:
unconstitutional endorsement unadulterated by religious
"While evolution is subject to
of religion.
dogma."
criticism, particularly with
"By denigrating evolution,
Doug
Goodwin.
a
the school board appeals spokesman for Cobb County respect to the mechanism by
to be endorsing the well schools, had no immediate which it occurred, the sticker
misleads students regarding
known prevailing alternative comment.
theory,
creationism
or
The schools added the the significance and value
variations thereof, even stickers alter more than 2,000 oi evolution in the scientific
though the sticker does not parents complained the community."
specilically reference any textbooks
I he case is one of several
presented
alternative theories," U.S. evolution its fact, without battles waged in recent years
District
ludge Clarence mentioning rival ideas about in the Bible Bell 'over what
Cooper said.
the beginnings of life.
role evolution should play In
The stickers were put in the
Six parents ol students and
books by school officials in the American civil Iiberties science books.
Last
year,
Georgia's
Cobb County in 2002.
Union then sued, contend
rhey read: "this text- ing the disclaimers violated education chief proposed a
book contains material on the separation of church science curriculum that
evolution.
dropped the word "evolution"
and state.
"Evolution is a theory, not a
At a trial in federal court in favor ol "changes over time."
fact, regarding the origin of in November, the school
rhat plan was dropped amid
living things.
system
defended
the protests by teachers.
By Doug Gross

'HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Nairn BGNnv.

HAPPY WITH RESULTS: Jeffrey Selman, left, one of the parents who challenged the stickers placed in high school
biology textbooks that call evolution "a theory, not a fact." speaks with his attorney, Michael Manely.

Make JOHN NEWL0VE REAL ESTATE, INC. your FIRST CHOICE

in your search for affordable housing!

By T*. Badger

EFFICIENCIES

•-f KS0CIATE0 PRESS

451 THI KSTIV Acrosi Street from OJfeithaiier. Furnished
with lull bath, stove and refrigerator. School Year- One person
Rate- S39S.00. One Yeai One Person Kate- $360.00.

FOR] HOOD, Texas
\
former guard at Abo Ghraib
prison testified vcslciday that
intelligence officers wanted
detainees roughed up then',
and that Spc. CharlesGraner h.
did not take part in a numbei

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates available for I or 2 occupants. Check with Rental < MTice
for puces lor 2 occupants
517 K. KKK1) STRKKT- M riiiirstin. Furnished or
Unfurnished, One bath. School Year one person Rate$465.00. One Year- One Person Rale- $390.00
707-727 THIRD STRKKT- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One hath. School Year- One Person Rate- $395.00. One YearOne Person Rate- $350.00.
H25 THIRD STRKKT- Pels Allowed! Furnished or
Unfurnished, One bath. School Year- One Person Rate$465.00 One Year One Person Rate- $410.00.
449-455 S. KM KRI'RISK- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One hath. School Year- One Person Rale $395.00. One YearOne Person Rale- $360.00.
839SKYK.vrHSTRF.KT- Furnished or I nfumished.
One bath. Dishwasher. School Year- One Person Rale$435.00. One Year- One Person Rale $390.00,

PETS ALLOWED
with $225.00 Sonreftindahle pel deposit at thttt location:
403 High
X2.s Third
755 Manville
831 Seventh
640 Eighth
841 Eighth
72S Mimh
777 Manville
733 Manville

Trinity United
Methodist Church

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates available for 1,2 or 3 occupanls. Check with Rental
Office lot pines other than Two Person Rates.
5I7K.RKKD- At Tliurstin. Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Yeai l\vo Person Rate $615.00.
One Year Iwo Person Rate- $515.00.
505 CI.Ol (HI STRKKT- llehind Kinkos. Furnished or
Unfurnished. One hath * vanity. School Year-Two Person
Rue $620.00.One Yeai l\voPerson Rate- $520.00.
615 SKCOM) STRKKT- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year-Two Person Rale- $620.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $520.00.
4112 HIGH STRKKT- Furnished or Unfurnished. One bath.
School Year-Two Person Rale- $590.(10. One Year- Two
Person Rate $490.00.
701 l(H RTH STRKKT- Furnished or Unfurnished. One
kith, vanity In each bedroom. School Year-Two Person Raie$630.00. One Year IwoPers <aie $34000.
810 FIFTH. 649 SIXTH A 707 SIXTH- Furnished or
1 nfumished, OIK- hath + Hall Vanity. School Year-Two Penan
K.ue $560,00. One%ar Two Penan Rate- $470.00.
840-850 SIX I H STRKKT- burnished or Unfurnished.
Two full baths. School Yen Two Person Rale- $640.00.
One Yeai Two person Rale- $530.00.
818 SKVKNTH & 831 SKVKNTH- Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath -1 Hall Vanity. School Year-Two
Person Rale- $545.00. One Year- Two Person Rate- $470.00.
724 S. COI.I.KUKDRIVK. Unfurnished. Dishwasher
I 1/2 Baths. School Year-Two Person Rate- $640.00.
One Year- Two Person Rale $530.00.

Let our Friendly Staff assist you in finding AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
WE CAN HELP YOU!
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
Located Across from TACO BELL
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260

Abu Ghraib prison
guard under fire

Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30
Saturday-8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.cotn

^temporary

H,~lmf-(,nviil»ii,.4M(L' J-:
nM»419JS3-9Q3l
l
;
I.IS 414 <; i''i
I -null iniiil\ u \,incl ,*)i

Pruning unit /ViM/tH/wmi,1 ( him
at the tteiirt o/ Bim'tinn l,>tr/r

of the abuses he is accused of
committing.
1 lie
defense
witness.
former Spc. Megan Amhnhl.
admitteduiulci cross examination thai she had a briel sexual
relationship with Graner and
remains a close friend.
"And you don't want your
friend to go to |all?" asked Ma).
Michael llollev. I he prosecutor.
No, sir," she answered.
Ambuhl, who made a
plea deal with prosecutors
regarding ha own actions at
\bu Ghraib, also said she lied to
investigators who sought to
search her personal computer
for photos and other evidence
ofabuse
Graner, 36, is the first soldier
to be tried in the Abu Ghraib
scandal and is alleged to be the
ringleader ol 1 In-abuse.
lie
is
accused
of
conspiracy to abuse detainees,
assault, dereliction of duty and
committing indecent acts,
and faces up to 17 1/2 years in
prison if convicted.
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Management Inc.

fk©d

©KJ

m^/rW TF®8

N/ View our 2005/2006 availability
\y^ (Heinzsite will have Free High
Speed Internet Access)
N/

\y

\s

View pictures, map of locations,
paperwork and other info to
make your search easier

y Register for the IPOD
give away

Or visit us at
1045 N. Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
419-353-5800 • info@meccabg.com

<aJEfcCA

Management inc.

WWW.MECCABG.COM
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LIVE: They are
back doing tours in
Buffalo, New York;
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calendar of events
FRIDAY
7 p.m.
UAO Movie:
Friday Night Lights
Union Theater
9:30 p.m.
UAO Movie:
Friday Night Lights
Union Theater
10 p.m.
P.B. Army
25 Swabs
The High Gears
Howard's Club H
10 p.m.
Bobby May
Nate & Wally's Fishbowl

SATURDAY
930 p.m.
UAO Movie:
Friday Night Lights
Union Theater
10 p.m.
Mike Perkins of the Shantee
Howard's Club H
10 p.m.
Huge World Project
Nate & Wally's Fishbowl

SUNDAY
9:30 p.m.
Friday Night Lights
Union Theater

MONDAY
10 p.m.
My Way. My Love
Bullet Teeth
Bloodumpster
Howard's Club H

Michael Siebenaler

P U L S f «! p ■■>»• r R

It is hard 10 pick the best films of 2004, but I
connected with this group the most:
t. The Passion of the Christ
No film was more important for me personally
this year. Mel Gibson really came into his own as a
filmmaker as well, and is very deserving of some

Oscar nominations,
2. Hero
Director Yimou /Jiang's colorful martial arts film
finally came to the United States (originally released in
2002) and brought China to the Hollywood market.
3. The Aviator
An easy prediction for Best Picnire this year. Martin
Scorsese will finally get his directing Oscar this year for
this entertaining biopic of Howard Hughes, look for a
Best Actor nomination for l*onardo DiCaprio as well.
4. Spider-Man 2
Top-notch filmmaker Sam Haimi gets strong
screenplay support from AJvin Sargent. Great morals

and amazing special effects
5. House ot Flying Dagger
I liis en client Chinese film has an intriguing story
and great costume design. Ziyi Zhang comes into her
own as a lead actress.

6. Maria
Full of Grace
loshua Marston makes
his mark as a filmmaker with (his
realistic, documentary -like drama about
the drug world in Colombia The performance
of lead actress. Catalina Sandino Moreno, injects so
much power and realism into the plot.
7. Million Dollar Baby
Clint Eastwood continues an amazing pace of
quality filmmaking. Hilary Swank returns to the
Hollywood forefront and Morgan Freeman gives yet
another excellent acting performance. If Eastwood
hadn't already won for "Unforgiven." he would have
the Oscar this year.
8. Kill Bill: Vol. 2
Quentin raramino concludes his epic action-drama
as David Carradine finally gets to shine, He got a
supporting actor Golden Globe nomination for his
effort. The amazing lima Thurman gets another
nomination.

Fo x x
and lada
Pinkett Smith.
10. Eternal Sunshine of
the Spotless Mind
An Involving film with great
performances from |im Carrey
and Kate Wlnslet along with another
eccentric, but solid screenplay from
Charlie Kaufman and Michel Gondry. lust
released on DVD!
Honorable mentions:
Before Sunset, The

Bourne

Supremacy,

Finding Neveriand, Garden State. The Incredibles,
9. Collateral
Y'ei another top-notch filmmaker Michael Mann,
with a top-notch cast including Tom Cruise, laniie

Motorcycle Diaries, Polar Express. Super Size Me.
The Terminal, and Sideways,

TUESDAY
9:30 p.m.
UAO Movie:
Ray
Union Theater
10 pm
Evlen. Evlen
Howard's Club H

WEDNESDAY
10 p.m.
The Squares
Tricked by Nixon
Cannon Fodder
Howard's Club H
10 p.m.
Scott Ballard
Nate & Wally's Fishbowl

BG NEWS
BRIEFING
New Film Festival
deadline is Jan. 21
The deadline for the first
annual iMovie**BG Freshman
Experience Film Festival is Friday,
Ian. 21. The event, being held
in February, will give freshmen
students the opportunity to
capture their first semester
experience in a 3-5 minute video
production.
Equipment and
training is not necessary.
The top films will be shown
at the Cla-Zel. Prizes like
personal iPodsandT-shins will be
awarded.
For
more
information visit http://www.
bgsu.edu/bgmoviefest

More of the best and worst of 2004

Disappointing:
After the Sunset
Alexander
Catwoman
Envy
Dogville
The Stepford Wives

Mind
The Life Aquatic with Ste\ e Zissou

Best Sequels:
Harry Potter and the Prisoner of
Azkaban
Kill Bill Volume 2
Shrek2
Spider-Man 2

Surprise Box Office Hits:
The Forgotten
Hero
Napoleon Dynamite
National Treasure
The Notebook

Best Action:
The Bourne Supremacy
1, Robot
Spider-Man 2

Most Unpredictable.
I Denial Sunshine of the Spotless

Spotless Mind
Man on lire
Maria Full of Grace

Groundbreaking:

Fahrenheit 9/11
The Passion of the Christ

The Polar Express

Best Horror:
Dawn of the Dead
The Grudge
Saw •

M=*tV

Best Comedy:
Anchorman
Dcxlgeball

Best Drama:
Eternal Sunshine of the

VI v»_

Ij

**^
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Carrett lords over Easy Street

By Nichole Rommski
PULSE REPORTER

January is really not a funny
month. Especially now with the
slush and mud on die ground,
and classes starting up again.
For most students, January
means four more months until
summer break.
To counter this unlikable
month The Easy Street Cafe"
concocted a plan to fight back.
This Tuesday, the cafe! asked
a comedian to perform, like
every other Tuesday. However,
the comedian who was asked
to perform is not your average
comedian. In fact, he does not

even have an average name.
But his eccentric look and
Iliat's right, this Tuesday night name are not the only things
the cafe" will be fighting back he has going for him. lie is also
hard core to prove January is just very funny.
as good as any other month by
"I've been writing my own
asking the Bob and Tom Show jokes since I was nine," Carrett
(a morning show on 104.7 I Ml
said. "I've always wanted to be
regular Lord Carrett to perform.
a comedian, since 1 saw Ian
With his 50s style hair and
Murray on Hollywood Squares.
clothing Carrett definitely has The question asked was what
stage presence, with a name that
the penalty for bigamy was
belongs on the marquee.
and he responded with 'two
"Loid Carrett is my real name,'' mother-in-laws.'
I thought,
Carrett said. "My parents wanted 'that's a perfect joke.' You could
to name me Lore but the people
translate that to other languages
kept asking me what it was short and it would still be runny"
for, so it eventually changed to
Another influence on Garten's
Lord."
comedy is the Late Show with

lohnny Carson. 'My dad owned
a bar and I would stay up late
to either listen to the music oi
watch the comedians on the
Late Show," he said. "When I
listened to Ian Murray's joke,
I realized comedy was cool
no matter where you were or
to which audience you were
performing for. I also realized
comedy was just as cool as rock
n' roll. Rock W roll Impacted
whoever heard it the same, no
matter what language they
spoke or what country they w ere
in. Comedy car. do that too.
"That's why I enjoy the Bob
and Tom Show. Not only do I feel

more confident about my jnl.es
after ihey\e laughed at them, itS
sort of like the new Late show
lay I cno has a wuie variety ol
guests on his show now. but rhe
Boh and Tom Show Spotlights
mostly comedians like the old
Late show did), it is just fun to
he a part of."

On top of being a legulai
on The Boh and lorn Show
and making other radio ,\m\
television appearances. Lord
also has a CD out titled,
"Unsweetened.
"The idea behind the CD
was its tuic. Carrett said. "It's
COMEDIAN. PAGE 8
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Howard's holds
rugby benefit
By Julie Reslivo
["he second annual band
benefit proves noi only thai
igb) giils know how to
rumble, but they also know how
I ailing to notice the lime
green flyers floating around
campus, on bulletin boards or
bathroom stalls? rhal could
mean you'll miss the 11
the women's rugbj team is
heavily promoting.
rhe team recruited five bands
— Bancroft, Steve Raszka,
Stunned, Grey Deceptive, and
Uex Merced featuring fylei
lories
to play at Howard's
mi Sundaj in help them
raise money.
Grey Deceptive is the onrj
band returning from last yeart
band benefit
Bancroft is one of the team's
favorites, said < hristine I enzel,
president of the team.
The
women's rugbj team attends
Bancroft's shows together
whenever thej plaj in Bowling
Cireen
"Vve will go as a team to listen
in them," I en/el said.
fhe hands agreed to play for
free to support the team.

i hese
bands
are
playing Sundaj to also reach
nut tii potential supporters,
said Brooke McCleary, match
set retarj
Since the team did not raise
much mono) last year, the) put
extra lime into promoting and
planning this year's event
"Last year we only raised
around $150, but we did not
put much planning Into it."
McClear) said. "This year we
have spent mine time working
mi it so we should raise much
more."
rhemone) raised mi Sunday
night will help to fund the
team's trip to nationals this year
I his is die second year in a row
that the team has made it intn
the national championship in
I lorida.
Last year during nationals,
thej competed in Division II
and placed fifth in the nation.
Although the women's rugby
team has a winning record.
the) must rely on donations
and fund raisers for their
transportation and lodging at
nationals.
I he hands will Start playing
,11 8 p.m on Sunday with
covei

Lord at Easy St.
with il and think on your feet
better .md better. It's hard to
stop and start from new places
unsweetened
and
in your routine, sometimes you
unedited, it was recorded in
forget where you slopped. Its
one take, from one show. It was
like asking a hurdler to jump
actuall) prett) hard to do
because of weird noises people over a hurdle from a dead stop
would make, intentional or not. I hey aren't used to that, they
normally run and then jump,"
In the end I used a show with a
Carretl continues, "It clues
woman heckling me constant!)
give me an opportunity to work
throughout it. I almost didn't
in new jokes though. II a joke
use it hut a friend of mine said
bombs I'll replace il will] a dil
ii was hilarious so I changed
ferenl joke I don't use a lot and
m\ mind.'
However, like everyone else. it ma) do twice as well than il
si inielimes he draws a blank on I had done it alter a joke that
what to say. "Sometimes people worked.'
You can catch lord Carretl
yell out something I've never
foi Miursell luesday 111 for his
heard before and it's difficult
to think on your feet," lie said. one time show at 9 p.m. at Eas)
Street I aft! rickets are $5 en S3
"But alter you've done corned)
lor a lew years, you learn to go with a student in.
COMEDIAN. FROM PAGE 7

HAVE A HAPPY FRIDAY!
PLUS COOD AND SAFE WEEKEND!

iDi

Bowling Green's
Premier Internet
Service Provider

internet direct incorporated

DSL

768K

Broadband

$19.95

V.92 56K Dial-up $18.95
Spam/Virus-free E-mail
Wireless E-mail
Web Hosting
All Newsgroups
419-354-4678
info@idiamerica.com
www.idiamerica.com

HOUSES AVAILABLE
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
146';MANVILLE 1 BR Upper Unit Limit 2 people. Limit 2
cars $440 per month, Deposit $440. Tenants pay utilities
Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6. 2006.
219 W. EVERS 3 BR. Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars
Tenants pay utilities. One car garage, washer, dryer hook-ups.
$775 per month, Deposit $775.
Lease dates-May 14. 2005 - May 6, 2006
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Goo Goo Dolls

' " Blown Chaos

/

cpo

•e in touffttM
|6ly 4fti 2004

"Live in Buffalo"

"OW Friends"

"Wake The Demons"
Stillborn Rivotds

U';»riu'r B(OS. rtirmils

A
Back in their old selves, The Goo New hand lull Blown Chaos' first
Goo Dolls went live in Huffalo, lull album, "Wake the Demons."
New fork in lulyoflasi year. They combines heavy metal and death
performed their songs from metal together. Let me be frank
albums like "Dtezy Up rhe Girl" - ■ I am not a fan of death metal.
Ego, Opinion, Art & Commerce," But 1 have heard some of what
Gutterflower" and "A Boy the genre has to offer in my time
.Hid full Blown Chaos does noi
Named Goo."
Although I have not been .in anything that other, more
the greatest Goo Goo Dulls fan, mainstream hands are already
minus for.
I will admit thej arc still able
for starters, the screaming
in jam like they did when they vocals feature the most unorigiwere popular in the 90s. They nal lyrics the band could have
were able to blow away their mustered. One track begins. "All I
tans with the talent and their ..antisioseeyotidoacl/l vorything
impressionistic lyrics.
you love mus! die' Yeah, no
There is no difference in their one has heard rhal in a metal
music from the 90s compared
song before.
ici now. From listening to the
Ironically the labehi web site
proclaims that "FBC speaks
live version of their new and old
contemporary
snugs, ir sounds like their fans about
topics thai apply to the real
still worship them.
lives
of
the
Kill since I've heard these everyday
if
by
songs a million limes from being listener."
played on ihe radio, 1 think I've "contemporary topics" the
label
meant
"imagery
heard enough.
The Goo Goo Holls are still of the apocalypse," that
would
mellow as ever. I hey entire the description
crowd to juin them in singing be accurate.
To their credit < Chans' "Strength
the Iv lies.
Within" deals with standing
I hey wanted to promote their line's ground a soincvvhal 11011new album, "Gutterflower," in
Mcrootypic.il topic lor this
this new tour, rhey still have their genre, The other 11 tracks,
touch oi expressive and eclectic however, are about Hell, betrayal
1 hoy are able to enhance
or a combination thereof, How
their emotions through their disappointingly predictable
words. "I won't toll them youi
Ihe albums guitar work is nice,
name.' they said thej have kept with rapid plucks befitting the
their secret, but through their sound they are looking for. fhe
band even shows Heeling Signs
words the) reveal all.
Mill once you hear the (loo ni inspiration, such as the Euro to
Goo Dolls perform, you will track nine. Ii is a melody dripping
can h yourself singing airing with with attitude that really pumps
the soil);. Since ihe songs were the listener up Unfortunately, the
played on ihe radio OUT a million band settles into repetitive chords
without bringing their more
nines, il would not surprise me.
1 hcv were popular when I was creative material into ihe
song again.
about 11 oi 12, and since thai
I would like to call Wake the
was ten years ago, you see what
Demons an ambitious first
I mean. I heliove they are srill effort bin ii is too lacking in the
rocking out
originality department to be
1 hen lyrics are the only part of ambitious. New bands need thai
rhe hand that I have been fond of. special "something" ihai makes
I hen music is expressive to their them stand out from groups
lyrics and that is what makes that have already made it, and
them worth listening to.
Full Blown Chaos ma) siill be
Km my fondness of rhe Goo looking for that "something." 1 his
GOO Dolls may not save ihem album is inr those looking for a
in ihis review, hut I will say that somewhat generic metal sound
the] have not changed their to rock out to, but do not expect to
nine, which still makes them be blown away or find your new
favorite band.
spec larulai in some eyes.
H\-HutIwlHiimk

Wanwi Hi'" Records

"Advance and Vanquish"
RoadnmnerHrtouls

«#*

Simon and Garfunkel are live Throughout history there have
on stage with their new CD been two kinds of Dungeons &
entitled"()ld Friends" where dioy Dragons fans: those thai wore Stai
perform
improvisational Trek T-shirts and those thai wore
jamming, singing and putting Iron Maiden T-shirts. "Advance
on an energetic fun concert. and Vanquish" is definitely for
the Iron Maiden crow.
These guys may be considered
From the warped minds of the
"old school'' bv today's standards
but their decades of wisdom hoi Vancouver band. :i Inches
makes for an enjoyable listening of Blood, the CD is lull oi dark
experience for any occasion. imagery involving ores, robots,
These guys have boon playing mandrakes, swords and sorcery.
together since they were sixteen, It is unapologeiic metal at ils
most basic Either you got it or
so needless in say they click.
A proper Introduction is yoiigetoutoflhowav.
rhroughoui the disc's 1.1
done of the "Old Friends"
Hacks is an energy thai few
playing together and then Ihe
CD goes Into a great rendition could match with a metal sound
similar to classic hulas Priest with
oP'Hye Bye Love" with fhe I veri)
Brothers. Ihej show impressive trie grunts and growls.
I luce Inches ol blood uses
versatility by playing such
(lassies as "Homeward Bound," pounding guitar riffs and
thrashes with the high enersounding exactly the same as we
gy and high pitched vocals ol
remember il years ago
Cam Pipes and lamie Hooper to
In this, and Other songs, the
a
unique
metal
band experiments with more deliver
Improvisational playing that experience,
The band does not seem to
exhibits the Immense talents of
lake itself seriously rhey know
these gentlemen.
Ihe second sel
opens thai metal is all about energy
with a lively (herds to you! and feeling, not phony enio style
Mis. Robinson" thai had me
pining about lost loves and
honestly starring to think that
secondchances Iheyarealmosi
I need to go see these guvs in
like Icnaeious II. Inn with less
concert before itis too late. eye-winking and with a sound
Oilier songs are more laid back kicked up to 11.
melodies, 1 hey manage to create
Ihe lyrics are classic metal. \
a complex sound, with a good
typical example is "Destroy the
driving rhythm and genuine ciics. which includes lyrics such
guitar solos.
They don't
as lake the hioadswoul ill voiu
hesitate to sun on the wah pedal hand follow the ores to their
OIK e in a while for the good old
camp / You will have vengeance
death e sound effects thai helped
in blood.'
rock and roll become what il is
However, if you are not a metal
today the lyrics are smooth and
Ian. then you Will get absolutely
melancholy
throughout.
nothing out ol this disc. It is a
However, the) also sound
inspirational and motivating, series ol screeches and noises
maintaining the crisp vocals of that would make most people's
ears bleed And I am sure that is
their yesteryears.
I hey jlisl need to figure OUl a something the band is proud ol.
No) beinga metal connoisseur
more ellieienl balance ol wake
you up music versus the put you I am not sure what to make of
to sleep variety Once rhey can rhe album. However, one thing is
come to some common ground undeniable What these men do
on that thev need to decide on they do with passion and they do
some sort of medium between
il with skill. So ifvouare leadv in
the two. A respectable CD thai
heat metal In its purest form and
doesn't break away from old want K1 take v 0111 air guitar out ol
roots is hard to conic by these
retirement then this is an album
days. There is no limit to the
loi you
potential of these two as long as
Grade for metal fans \
they continue to play together
101 everyone else: F
By Michael Garity

By: Ikin \!v,r>

Hy: Sam (i>rp
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Have a VOICE
in how much
Student Otganizations
get funded!

629 ELM STREET 3 BR. Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars.
$880 per month. Deposit $880. Tenants pay utilities.
Tenants have use of garage. Has washer and dryer and
A/C Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006.

Apply to be a member of the
Student Budget Committee
and be one of the 11 students
to decide how to allocate
over $600,000.

714 EIGHTH. #A 2 BR Duplex. Limit 2 people Limit 2
cars S680 per month. Deposit $680 Tenants pay utilities.
Lease dates-May 14. 2005 - May 6, 2006

3 Inches of Blood

thrO

327 E. EVERS. KB 2 BR Duplex Limit 3 people. Limit 3
cars $690 per month. Deposit $690. Tenants pay gas and
electric Lease dates-August 18. 2005 -August 5, 2006

710 ELM STREET 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
S740 per month. Deposit $740. Tenants pay utilities. Has
washer and dryer. Lease dates-August 18, 2005 -August
5. 2006.

Simon & Garfunkel

Office

Ca

We have many other apartments available.
Stop in the Rental Office for a complete brochure*.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC,.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Bell)
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30, Saturday 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

401 Bowen-Thompson Student Union
419.372.2343
iry at: www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/getinvolved/forms.
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BTI E FIN G
Tracks hosts BGSU
Invite this weekend

FRIDAY

I lit' Howling Green track
team will open their home
schedule when they host the
BGSU Invitational.
Miami, Ohio, Detroit-Mercy,
Western Michigan and John
Carroll will join the Falcons in
the meet.
BG is coming off a Saginaw
Valley Holiday Classic meet
that saw them take home 10
first-place finishes in the event,
which did not keep team

January 14,
2005
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

scores,
The meet is scheduled to start
at 10 a.m. in the Field House.

Savage
should
salvage
Browns
MATT
RIDDLE

TlwRuUler
There was a time when the
I le\ eland Browns never quit
and showed more passion than
any team in the NFL Recently
the "dog pound days" of the old
Browns are nonexistent
Since 1999 and the rebirth of
the new Browns, the team never
developed into a competitive
one
1 miss the days when Browns
games meant something; a
pl.iv off birth or a last second
possession that could change
the course of the season. Browns
fans have only had one season
out of six since the rebirth that
has had this excitement.
Cleveland deserves a better
u.im Weather and even a 4-12
record couldn't keep thousands
from flocking to the last home
game of the year in below zero
degrees wind chill. Due to the
horrible path the Lamer family
chose In giving responsibilities.
c ai nun Policy and later Butch
Davis, this team lias been
destroyed.
The Cleveland Browns for the
first time in six years made the
most significant move in recent
history in bringing in a general
manager to bring the Browns
back to greatness. Not only did
BROWNS, PAGE II

Men's hoops prepares for
game with MAC champs
By Elliott Schreiner
SP0R1S EOirOR

TVvo popular phrases could
be used to describe tomorrow
afternoon's game between the
Bowling Green men's basketball
team and Western Michigan.
The Falcons could take
a page out of Bob Dylan's
book, because "The Times are
A-Changing" for the Falcons.
This was evident at the end of
last season, when center Kevin
Netter graduated and took his
12.5 points per game with him.
It became even more obvious when last season's leading
scorer Hon Lewis left for Ohio
State over the summer.
But the limes changed even
more this season as the Falcons
jumped out to a 10-2 mark
overall and a 4-0 mark in the
Mid-American Conference,
last season, they had just 14
wins total and eight MAC wins,
BG head coach Dan DaMch
thinks it is a combination of
aspects that has brought about
this change.
"Coming to practice ready
coming to walk-througlis ready
and going back and talking
about the game if you're on
the road in your hotel room,"
he said. "Our seniors have
provided an environment
where those types of things are
important."
The seniors providing the
winning attitudes are forwards
lohn Reimold, Josh Almanson
and Cory Eyink. all of which
have played enough in their
time at BG to know what to
bring to the court.
leading the way for BG as
probably the most improved
scorer in the MAC is Almanson

BG Hews File Photo
GLASS CLEANING: BG forward Josh Almanson pulls down a rebound
against Bradley earlier this season. Almanson and the Falcons put
their 4-0 MAC mark on the line against Western tomorrow.

who is pouring in 18.8 points
per game and shared a brunt of
thescoringduties with lieimold,
who is scoring 17.1 points per
contest. Byink is the one who
may not be flashy, but is more
than happy doing the rest of the
WOlk, averaging 5.8 points and
2.7 rebounds per game while

shooting 41.2 percent from
hc\ ond the arc.
They are just a few of the
many Falcons who can score at
any time this season.
There are no ulterior motives
with this year's team," Reimold
said. "Doing that makes you
more comfortable with your

teammates.
The Falcons have also
stepped up their hustle plays.
"It's in Mawel's (Solerl nature
and guys like lohn Floyd."
Reimold said. "They love to dive
on the floor."
And that is something the
Broncos will have to deal with.
The popular phrase that
most suits this season's Western
Michigan team is "the more
things change, the more they
stay the same."
Western suffered a heavy
loss in the offseason with the
graduation of 2004 MAC Plaver
of the Year Mike Williams.
But with that change has
come consistency.
The Broncos have taken
the talent left over from last
year's team and turned this
year's campaign into another
successful one. The Broncos
come into tomorrow's game
with an 11-3 mark overall and a
5-0 MAC mark.
Where the Falcons thrive
With Inside-OUtSide players, the
Broncos thrive with an inside
monster and an outside threat.
Post player Lev) Rost has
broke out this season and is
averaging 17.9 points and 5.6
boards per game while guard
Ben Reed holds down the fort
on the perimeter, scoring 17.8
points per game while shooting
39 percent from three.
While each team has taken a
different road to getting there,
both of them are sitting atop die
MAC West division.
Tomorrow's
game
at
Anderson Arena will prove who
reigns supreme early in the season in the MAC West, lip-oft'is
set for 2 p.m.

Women's
hoops
ready for
Rockets
Road doesn't get any
easier for Falcons as
they head to Savage
Hall to play Toledo.
By Elliott Schreiner
SP0R1S tOITOB
Last night's game at Anderson
Arena was arguably the women's
basketball team's biggest game of

the season thus far.
The women fought right to the
buzzer in a 51-Iff loss to defending Mid-American Conference
championsFiistern Michigan.
Even after a stunning game
that featured a rematch of last
season's MAC title game, the
question still remained for
head coach Curt Miller as to
what he thought about tomorrows upcoming game against
arch-rival Toledo.
"Toledo is an arch-rival," he
said. "Its a big game,
"I'm going to have to ask
the kids to be at overload
attention-wise and on energy.''
No matter what sport or what
season it is. the matchup between
the two teams that sit just 20
miles apart and aie separated by
just Interstate 75 is normally the
biggest game of the year
And it will be no different this
time around when BG travels to
Savage I lall.
Toledo comes into the game
with ti-8 record overall and a
2-1 record in the Mid-American
Conference.
Even with the sub-,500 record,
Miller knows the Rockets will be
HOOPS. PAGE 11

Pilkington weathers the storm of the weekend
with a pair of gutty performances for Falcons
By Kevin Shields
SENIOR REPORttS

This past weekend was a tough
birthday weekend for Bowling
Green junior forward Brett
Pilkington. as he learned his
grandmother had passed away
prior to the team's games against
Alaska-Fairbanks. However, the
Calgary. Alberta native put his
emotions aside and put up five
points in the Falcons' 6-2, 6-1
sweep of the Nanooks.
Pilkington, the leading returning scorer for the Falcons this
season (10 goals-11 assists a year
ago), scored two goals and tallied
an assist on Friday, before adding
two more assists to his total on
Saturday. It vvasa weekend where
the Falcons outscored Fairbanks
12-3 and moved themselves into
a fourth place tie in the Central
Collegiate Hockey Association
with Northern Michigan.
"He went through a bit of a
rough time this past weekend,
having his grandmother pass
away with it being his birthday,"
Rich Meloche said. "But yet, the
guy knows that and goes out
and puts up five points on die
board. That's pretty nuts and it
shows you how awesome of a
guy he is."
"He (Pilkington) had a real
strong weekend." head coach
Scott Paluch said. "This past
weekend he was moved to
left wing and 1 thought he
responded very well to it. He produced on the weekend, but most
importandy he had his feet
moving and was a factor for the
entire weekend."
This season, Pilkington has
three goals and 13 assists, which
puts him one point behind
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ICE WARS: BG's Brett Pilkington, left, faces off in a game against Michigan earlier this year. Pilkington had
a loss in the family before a series with UAF but still managed to score five points on the weekend.

lonathan Matsumoto, who
leads the team in scoring with 17
points. The 13 assists ranks first
on the team as he has become
the big go-to-guy for the BG
power-play this season.
Power-plays have scored 30
goals already for BG, which ties
for the total extra-man goals
the team had all of last season
and ranks 12th nationally at 21.1
percent, according to U.S.
College Hockey Online.
Pilkington has scored all three
of his goals on the power-play
while adding seven of his 13
assists, as he has had a hand in
10 of the 30 power-play goals
scored.
"Before I came to college, I
was much more of an assist guy."
Pilkington said. "Now this year,
I'm still getting chances to score
goals, but they just aren't find-

ing the net and hopefully as the
season goes on, 1 can start
adding more goals than assists."
"Our power-play is doing
well, but you can't be satisfied
with it either," he added. "You
got to keep driving forward and
scoring more goals with the
game being called die way it is
this year widi power-plays and
penalty-kills being big parts of
the games."
His line, which included
Meloche and Bryan Dobek.
accounted for five of the 12
goals on the weekend against
Fairbanks.
Meloche
had
two goals and Dobek added
two assists as their line was
dangerous all weekend.
It's a line match with Pilkington
that Meloche, now with eight
goals and four assists, has
credited for making him into the

big contributor he has been.
"If 1 could pick one odier guy
in the country to play with, dial's
who I'd pick," he said. "It seems
like you're always getting the
puck if there's no one around
you because he (Pilkington)
can feed anyone. He's pretty
good with the puck and he's a
remarkable guy to watch. You
get caught in awe sometimes
because of the things he does."
"Ever since I came in here, he's
noticeably been die best player
that we've had," Meloche added.
Right now he has only three
goals, but there will come a night
where he'll score five. He just
does whatever he has to do for
the team."
Coach Paluch knows how
skilled of a player he has with
IMIkington and said that his i natal
gift is his offensive creativity, lie

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.BGNEWS.COM/SP0RTS

hopes in die future that he'll start
taking more shots while using
that creativity instead of looking
to distribute the puck first, like
he has in past situations.
"He's always been a pass Brst
kind of guy." he said. "We're really working with him to try and
shoot the puck more. 1 le's got as
good and deceptive a shot as we
have on our team. We want to
keep that creativity alive, but we
also think he can score a lot of
goals here if he shoots the puck."
Prior to this past weekend,
it had been since Nov. 13 in a
game at Nebraska-Omaha until
Pilkington scored a goal.
His offensive presence became
more apparent in die 10 games
that followed as he tallied eight
assists, until this weekend where
he broke out of his goal slump.
A slump — something he
and his teammates hope won't
happen again as they move
closer to the end of the season.
"The rest of the year, wx' have
to keep moving up the standings
board and try to clinch home
ice in the playoffs," he said. "It's
something that hasn't here in
awhile. We need to keep getting
stronger as a team and hope the
puck keeps rolling in our favor."
"This week, we'll have to be
prepared to skate a little more
than usual with Northern playing on Olympic-sized ice," he
said. "Hopefully, if we stick to our
systems and hit anything that is
skating wearing white or green,
then we'll come out on top."
The team has this weekend
off and will be back in action
next weekend as they travel to
Northern Michigan for a crucial
CCHA scries.

BG Mews File Photo

HANGING AROUND: BG's Kristin
DiPietro does some work on the
uneven bars in a scrimmage
earlier this season.

Gymnastics
opens MAC
season vs.
Ball State
By lessica Ameling
SP0R1S RFPORIFR
TheUliwoinen'sgvmiusticstcam

will kick off their Mid-American
Conference season with a home
meet diis Sunday
Armed with a balanced mix of
senior leadership and new freshmen talent, the Falcons will look
to claim a victory over Hall State.
The team lost their first meet
of the year to the University of
Kentucky last Samrday.
"Our goal is to improve upon
last weekend when we onlv hit
16 out of 24 routines. If we do that
GYMNASTICS, PAGE 10
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Wie shoots 75 in 1st round

New steroid policy
just a pinch tougher

By Doug Ferguson
l-t ASSOCIATED PRESS

After scrambling to salvage a
5-over 75, Michelle Wie plopped
down in a chair and playfully
stuck out her bottom lip as if she
had just been scolded.
The 15-year-old quickly found
one lxjsitive note from a tough
nine yesterday in the Sony Open.
"At least I'm not in last place,"
Wie said.
Wie finished better than 10
men among early starters on a
blustery day at Waialae Country
Club, but she was nine shots
behind co-leaders Stewart (auk
anil Brett Quigley, and facing
an uphill path to her dream of
making the cut.
Still, she wasn't the only one
who struggled.
Hie Kona wind, rare for these
parts, gusted up to 25 mph
aid wleaked havoc on most
everyone. Two-dme defending
champion Ernie Eh bad to birdie
the last hole for a 71, while Vijay
Singh stumbled home to a 69.
"It was hard hitting every shot
the drive, approach shot was
difficult," Singh said "It's tough
for the boys over here, you know?
(,oing to be tough for a giri here,

By Bob Baum
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Saying it "annul to restore
confidence in the game, Major
i eague Baseball rolled oul a
tougher steroid-testing program
yesterdaj thai Includes penalties loi first-time offenders and
random, year-round checks.
"I've been saying for some
lime that my goal for this
Industry iszero tolerance regarding steroids," Hiul Seligsaid
A first positive test would
result in a suspension "t up to
lo days, a second positive test
in a 30-day ban, a third positive in a tit) day penalty ami a
fourth positive test inaone-yeai
ban \ playet who tests positive
a lifih dme would be subject to
discipline by the commissioner,
Under the previous agreement.afirstpositivetesi resulted
only in treatment, and a second
positive test was subject to a
I i-da) suspension. Witli a liftli
positive test would make a playcr subject to a one-year baa
No player was suspended
foi steroid use in 2004, the firs!
season ol testing with penalties
"We'ie acting today to lielp
restore the confidence of our
fans," Selig said.
Since the old agreement was
reached in 2002, baseball lias
come under Increased scrutiny
about steroids. Bam Bonds,
lason Giambi and (larj Sheffield
testified before a federal grand
|urj Investigating the Baj \rea
Laboratory
Co-Operative.
I'lesident Hush mentioned the
steroid problem in last years
Slate ol the Union address.
"I will be surprised it 0V6I
nine this doesn't take care of the
problem virtually completely,''

B

RoyOabner AP Photo
POLICY MAN MLB commissioner Bud Selig announces a new plan
to buckle down on steroid users In baseball.

a III to IS game suspension for

a first offense and a permanent
ban loi multiple positive testa

"I would have liked to sec1
amphetamines added to this
list," Met ain said.
in addition tonne mandatory
tesi each season, players will
random!) be selected for additional ti".ts. with no maximum
number ol checks, Also, players
will be random!) selected for
resting during the offseason,
Many in baseball consHei the
use ol amphetamines to be a far
greater problem than steroids.
"We had discussions about
amphetamines and the iaci ol
the matter is that the health policy advisor) committee will look
at thai issue," said Hob Manfred,
management's chiel labor
negotiator. "Dili locus, as Don
said, was really performance
enhancing substances in terms
of muscle building. Stimulants
are a complicated area. Are they
performance enhancing-.' I low
should they he regulated'.' I hats
something that we've put to tile
health policy advisor) committee to look at because we weren't
prepared to deal with it."
Human Growth Hormone
was added to a widened list of

suspensions for first-time
offenses as a big step because
steroids will be publicly identiBed all other baseball suspensions, such as for on-field offenses, are b\ games, not days.
The penalty falls far short of
the World Anti-Doping Agency's
code, which has been adopted
In most Olympic sports. It says
the norm' is two-year bans for
a first positive test and a lifetime
ban for a second, unless there
are mitigating circumstances.
Selig would not address
What action baseball would
take, if any, against players who
had been found to be using
steroids in the past. Baseball
officials have said repeatedly
that they didn't plan to penalize
playersforadmissionsofuseprior
to September 2002. when tile
. Initial agreement took effect.

too."
Wie opened with a 72 last year
at the Sony Open, then followed
thai with a 68 — the lowest score
e\ er by a female competing on a
men's lour — to miss the cut by
one shot.
Given the conditions, net
75 wasn't that bad. And she hit
several shots she didn't have last
war, such as a knockdown driver
to keep llie ball low into a wind
that caused palm trees to sway.
"I was very impressed, all the

1 have consistently said were

Said St. Louis Cardinals
manager Tony La Russa "I just
hope it's the Cadillac of all policies because that's what majni
league baseball needs. There's
no doubt we have a problem.''
The agreement runs until
11« ember 2008.
"It appears to be a significant breakthrough," sen. lohn
McCain, who had threatened
baseball with legislation, said in
Washington. "I OO believe this is
significant progress."
McCain said that in light
of the deal, he did not think
legislation was necessary,
though he would have preferred

CAMPBELL HILL
APARTMENTS

GYMNASTICS, FROM PAGE 9

we will do well enough to win
this meet," BG head coach Dan
Connelly said.
"last weekend's meet was an
opportunity to kind of get hack
in the saddle' for those who were
reluming, and an opportunity
for the freshmen to get their feel
wet"
This meet is also an
opportunity for the team to see
how (hey measure up against one
oliheii \i.\ciocs [hedefending
\i \( champions from Central
Michigan and runners-up Kent
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Special through 1/31/05
Rent a 2 Bedroom Townhouse and
get the following features:
• All NEW carpet
• Ceramic tile in kitchen and bathrooms
• Washer & Dryer
• Microwave
419-352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

S.«.. I.. Up lo
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M,.. Coll Co..,
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PREFERRED
PROPERTIES CO

Extra large Bedrooms Available!
www.preferredpropertiesco.com
k. A
Make your home at:
• Piedmont
• Fox Run
• Mini Mall Apts.

for
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»Ut*
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■ Updated Birchwood
- small pet', allowed

Mon-Fri: 8-12 & 1-4:30

• Triplex- small pets allowed

BowLgGreen.OH

• And other locations!

419-352-9378

REE

MMriMrshlR WMHH (■
Cherry wood Health Spa
• Indoor Heated Pool

• Newly Renovated
• New Equipment
• Sauna

different shots she was playing,"
said Matt Davidson, a Q-srhool
god who unwittingly made his
PGA lour debut playing in font
of some 3,000 people, enough to
line every fairway from tee-togreen, standing sis.-deep behind
the ninth green when they
finished the round.
"I didn't feel like I was playing
with a l.Vycar-oldgirl," Davidson
said. "She's very polished She has
all the tools to be out heir '
Brett Welterich also played
with Wie and had a 70.
Quigley and (ink each shot
66, and hardly anyone noticed

Almost everyone at Waialae came
to watch the lOth-gradcr from

Punahou School ti\ to prove she
can play with the hoys.
Quigley birdied both par 5s,
but really made up ground with a

_'ti feel for a double bogey

State should lie the two tops team ConneDj said
I'ractices have also been going
again, but the rest ol the league
should Ix- pretty dose, according very well lately for the gymnasts
"There's a lot of learning
to Connelly
"Everybody is just kind of going on at practices. We're
feeling tilings out right now, no making improvements everv day,"
one knows who is going to be the Connelly said.
I he team's strongest event this
strongest \ct."Connelly said.' We
can realistically compete for the yeai will be the crowd-pleasing
Boot routine
MAC championship this year."
One of the reasons a MAC
"Wehaveatreniendousaniount
championship could be In the of depth on that event and i have
cards is the way the team is high expectations for it this year,"
gelling. " I his team has very verj Connelly said
The meet will take place in
good chemistry and that will
play a big role In the amount the Fppler Complex at 2 p.m.
of success we will have this year*" Sunday

fi/le-w & improved

Campus Tanning
1 Month Unlimited $29
Semester Unlimited $69
Semester Unlimited w/ Crew Card $65
(Crew Cards honored up lo Feb. 1,2005)
n/o Appointments /yec&ssaruf

.^

h
CAU NOW FOR RESERVATIONS!

/Beds & Booths are included in
unlimited packages.
/INTRODUCING Wireless Headphones
in all rooms
/NEW BULBS INSTALLED
1/10/05 mall beds

<Mw.Sandpiperflocofi.com
Extended Hours 8AM to 8PM Mon. thru Fri.

425 E. Wooster

Great Sponion

SIGN UP TODAY!

Matt York AP Photo
ONE DOWN: Michelle Wie
acknowledges the crowd after
shooting a five-over in the first
round of the Sony Open.

chip-in from 60 feet for birdie on
No. 1, which plays into the wind
and left even the strongest players reaching for a 3-iron for their
second shot.
"That was stealing two shots
there, for sure." Quigley said.
Cfalk was among those who
had a chance at victory last week
at Kapalua in the winners-only
Mercedes Championships until
be bogeyed two of three last
holes. I le got right back into the
mix with a steady, bogey-free
round that included an eagle on
the par-5 ninth.
Chad Campbell also was 4
under with nine holes to play.
Dean Wilson, the only card-carrying member on the PGA Tour
from Hawaii, started the week
as the fourth alternate and got in
when enough players withdrew.
I le made the most of his chance
and was 3 under at the turn.
Still, all eyes were on the
15-year-old prodigy with a big
game and big dreams.
Her only birdie came on her
third hole, the par-4 12th, which
showed her awesome potential.
She hit a stinger driver off the tee,
then knocked down a 6-inin that
faded gently to 6 feet.
She was even par for the round
until a few errant drives cost her.
A tee shot on the 16th found tile
lelt rough, and Wie had to lay
up short of the green, eventually
missing a 20-foot par putt.
I ler only big gaffe came on the
17th, a 187-yard hole framed by
the Pacific Ocean on the left and
deep bunkers on the right. Her
•limn into the stiff wind — the
samecltibFIs used earlier went
right, and she three-putted from

BG looks for improvement

not going to engage in any conjecture," Selig said. "There has
been a lot of conjecture but there
have been no players that have
been convicted of anything."
I he new program is slightly
less harsh than the policy for
players with minor league
contracts, who are suspended
IS games for a first positive
test Only players with major
banned substances,
"We had a problem and we league contracts are covered by
dealt with the problem," Selig the union's agreement while
said. "1 regarded this as not only baseball can unilaterally decide
a health issue, but certain!) you policy for others.
First positive tests for stecould say it was an integrityroid use result in a four-game
issue in this Sport"
Hie agreement was approved suspension in the NFL and a
by owners Ihursda) but still five-game ban in the NBA. The
NHL does nor lest players for
must be voted on by players.
Baseball
regards
the performance-enhancing drugs.

union head Donald Fehr said

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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One block from Campus
Plenty of frw parking
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STUDENT
SPECIALS
"All Day, Everyday"
353-7272
(papa)
Mon, Tue & Wed: 11am-1:30am
Fri & Sat: 11am- 3:00am
HOURS! Thur,
Sun: 11am-1:30am

j'jNFj? 1 Medium, 1 Item;
S

ML
e

Grab your
Friends flwdig
Sign a Lease
NEWIPVE
Rentals

801 FIFTH STREET: 2 bdrm. unfurn. apts. Cat
permitted. FREE WATER & SEWER. Oft-street parking.
803 FIFTH STREET: 2 bdrm. unfurn. apt. Cat permitted. FREE WATER & SEWER. Off-street parking.
843 SIXTH STREET: 2 bdrm., 2 bath unfurn. apt.
Spacious apts. Washer/dryer in building.

cash, checks

-No Li mil
!v«Ho from 1/MAM- U16AW

352-7889

C99

Mo coupon
nece

'

•

• • •

824 SIXTH STREET: 2 bdrm. unfurn. apt. Cat permitted. FREE WATER & SEWER. Off-street parking.
Washer/dryer in building.

Stop by or call us at (419) 352-5620
332 S. Main
Bowling Green

www.newloverentals.com
newlovcinfo newlovlerentals.com

SPORTS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Savage brings good track record
BROWNS, FROM PAGE 9

they bring in a general manager
but they brought in one of the
most highly acclaimed targets
for the job, Phil Savage He is
only 39 years old and has already
made a mark in the Nil. with
his draft knowledge. Phil Savage
RSI led off his NR. career with
the Cleveland ISrowns in 1991.
When the Browns were moved
to Baltimore, Savage followed.
Savage and Ozzie Newsome
transformed the Baltimore franchise into Super Bowl champions because of their keen draft
pick knowledge.
Savage drafted pro-bowlers
Ray Lewis, lonathan Ogden,
lanuil I ewis, Chris McAJister, Ed
Reed and Todd I leap. Not to
mention, his insight on bringing
in key free agents to the Ravens
roster.

i lie Browns have wasted too
many draft picks, for example,
Courtney Brown who looks like
Tarzan and plays like lane.

With the newly acquired
Savage, the Browns will depend
on his knowledge In these areas:
draft, free agency, hirings and
Hiking out the trash currently
mi the Browns roster (thanks to
Davis),
Savage has a lot of experience

with die draft and scouting
talenl that can help form
championship caliber teams.
Savage was a draft consultant lor
the majority of his NR. career.
I le will rebuild the Browns with
his draft picks.
Cleveland will be drafting in
the No. 3 slot this season, and
the rumor is they are shopping
the pick to gather more picks in
the draft.
Don't be surprised if Savage
trades the diird overall pick to
die Cowboys or Chargers, who
both have multiple picks in the
first round.This is the Ix'sl mine
for the Browns because they
need young talented football
players Instead of die possibility
of anodier Gerard Warren draft
pick at No. 3.
If Savage decides to keep the
No. 3 overall pick he will be looking at six prospects: cornerback
Anttvl Holle, tackles Alex Barron
and D'Brickashaw Ferguson,
wide mil Mike Williams, quarterback Aaron Rodgers and line
backer Derrick Johnson. If Matt
Leinart slips and San I ram isco
and Miami does not draft him
the Browns will have to seriously
consider drafting him.
Free Agency: I'hil Sa\ age will
have lo look hard this off-season

and decide which free agents are
not only great football players
but also have a winning
mentality.
Ihis was a mistake that
Butch Davis made because he
would sign free agents based
on past games and never think
twice about their situation in

Cleveland (Jeff Garcia).
The top free agents this
off-season that may be
considered are: quarterbacks
Drew Brees, Matt 1 lasselbeck.
Kelly liolcomb, running back
LaMont Jordan, wide out Plaxico
Burress, offensive linemen Ryan
Diem.Orlando Pace, Marco
Rivera and lermane Mayberry.

Big-time free agents may be
more willing to join the Browns
this offseason because of the
reputation of the Phil Savage.
The most important job for
the Browns is finding a tough
enthusiastic coach. Phil Savage
has already started his interviews with at least five coaches.
Hie main contenders for die
job will be Browns Interim 1 lead
Coach Terry" Robiskie because
he is a player favorite. Also it's
rumored that Romeo Crcnncl,
the Patriots defensive
coordinator "woucd" Savage In
his interview; other candidates

are Russ Grimm, Jim Bales,
Matt Nolan and Brad Childr.ss
Si vage will find the right guy to
fit this team. Look for Savage to
hire a coach that will use the 3-4
defensive scheme and get rid of
the traditional 4-3 defense.
Savage has a lot of cleaning
up to do because the mess that
Butch Davis left. Savage will
have to look at the Jeff Garcia
issue and decide if he is die right
guy for the job. 1 highly doubt
Garcia will be back, and if not,
the Browns will sign another
quarterback.
At running back and receiver,
look for William Green to be
Haded and Dennis Northcutt
in receive his $2 million signing
bonus and stay with the team.
I lie offensive line needs to be
rebuilt and the main objective
is to get a left tackle so Uiat Ross
verba can move back to guard,

his natural position.
The defense will probably
switch to the 3-4 scheme. The
Browns need lo resign
cornerback Anthony I lenry and
let go of safety Earl Little
The Cleveland Browns arc on
the right track to becoming
contenders. Phil Savage is going
in rescue die Browns from
seasons of sunken dreams.

Even after a 6-8 start, BG knows not
to take Toledo lightly in rivalry game
HOOPS, FROM PAGE 9

a test
' rheyVe had a rough start,"
Miller said. "But they're siiii noi a
team to take lightly."
Right now. the Rockets are
led by their 6-3 center Karin
Hoogendam, who is averaging
I:..'! points and 7M rebounds pel
contest She will be Hanked by
guard Danielle Bishop, wlin is
pouting in 1L'.."> points and pulling
down &3 rebounds per game
Rounding out their top eight
are two freshman and a junior
college transfer

"I siill believe they are the
sleeper team In the MAC," Miller
said. "They have tremendous
freshman and some)unior college
players thai give them depth."
lor the 1 akoils, the game will
round out a week in which they
will lake on the defending MAI
champions and their rivals.
When looking at the schedule
before the season. Millet knew
ibis week
and die entire
January month — would be a
rough one.
" Ibis is a huge week.'' be said.
"Ihe whole January schedule is
like thai tot us. Il is going lo hi' a

huge stretch for us."
I lie siretch will be a little more
difficult considering it will be
played in Toledo, a place where

BGwonl beloved
"That's one reason we've took
the learn 5.000-plus miles on
die mad was lo say we've been
through Ibis." Miller said.
The Falcons will need lo
use their veteran skills to their
advantage in this game.
I railing them onto the court
will be the duo of Ali Mann and
11/ Hi megger.
I lonegger comes Into the game
leading the team In points with

14.6 per game and rebounds with
il. I. Mann is almost her equal Uiis
season putting in 12.1? points and
7.3 rebounds per contest.
The duo provides BG with two
premier inside-outside players
to take with them through the
rest of the MAI! season, much of
which should be grueling.
The Falcons come into the
game with a 9-5 record overall
. mil,: 2-1 record in the MAC.
BG will continue to grind
through their stretch run this
Saturday when they travel to
Savage I lall to take on the Rockets.
lip off is set for 7 p.m.

Buckeyes
continue
search for
newA.D.
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Ohio State President Karen
llolbrook has appointed a
15-membcr search committee lo find a replacement
for retiring athletic director
Andy Geiger, die university
announced yesterday.
The committee includes
two athletes — football
player Brandon Mitchell and
volleyball player Jackie
Schardt. Two-time lleisnuni
Trophy Winner Archie Griffin,
a longtime associate AD and
currently the president of the
alumni association, is also on
the committee
i ieiger said last week he will
step down on June 30.
I lie committee's chairman
is Joe \hiini. dean of I Ihlo
States college of business. I he
coaches on the committee
are men's lacrosse coach Joe
Breschi and women's soccer
coach Lori Walker.
The other members include:
IamiLongabetger, chair of the
board of trustees; lohn Bruno,
athletic faculty representative
and professor of neurosdence
and psychology; Beverly N li iss.
academic liaison with athletics and professor of English;
Christian Zacher, professor ol
F.nglish as well as a lew oilier
people from die University.

The BG News
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Travel

#1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun.
Jamaica, Acapulco. Bahamas.
Florida. Best Prices! Book Now!'!
1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummerlours.com

Bahamas Spring Break Cruise 5
Days S299! Includes Meals. Parlies
Wilh Celebrilies As Seen On Real
World. Road Rules, Bachelor'
Award Winning Company!
SpnngBreakTravel.com

t-800-678-6386
Spring Break 2005 with STS, America's *l Sludenl Tour Operalor. Hiring campus reps. Call lor group discount Info/Reservalions 1 -800-648
4849. wwwststravel com.
Spring Break Specials' Panama City
& Daytona 7 Nights. 6 Free Parties
Si 59! Cancun. Jamaica, Acapulco.
Nassau S499 Including Air! Bahamas Cruise S299! SpringBreakTravel.com 1-800-678-6386

Wanted

Female sublsr. needed lor 1 Ddrm.in
4 bdrm. apt. Sterling Apis S326 mo.
+ ulil Furn . own bdrm. Avail immed
Ihru begin ol Aug 440-382-1631.
Subleaser needed. 2 bedroom
S475 monlh plus elec. & gas.

419-308-4927

Services Offered

GET CHEAP TEXTBOOKS!
Search 24 bookstores with 1 click!
http://www.bookhq.com
Pregnant? Confidential, free 8. professional testing BG Pregnancy
Cenrer 419-354-4673

Personals

International Travel Grants Available - International Travel Grant Applications for Summer 2005, Fall
2005. Spring 2006 and/or the 20052006 academic year are available m
the Center lor International Prqgrams. McDonald North Suite 61
or on-line al:
hllp://educalionabroad bgsu edu.
The deadline for summer 2005 is
February 1 st. The deadline for programs during the 2005-2006 academic year is March 1st. Call 20479
with questions
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE.
MEN'S BASKETBALL
JAN 19
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
WOMEN'S & CO-REC
BASKETBALL - JAN 18

IT BEGINS ON THE STREETS.
IT ENDS HERE.

P

INSPIRED BY
A TRUE STORY

_

SAMUEL L JACKSON

CQACHXZAKTER
Largest and Nicest 2, 3, & 4
Bedroom Townhomes
I'G 13 PARENTS STRONGIY CAUTIONED

SMIUaW -tOH CAM ItWDj

KMHM fW'

HAMHIIIHIIIMMI

so™ M»I«..I "... ne inwopnate to chat* untau CoachCarterMovie.cdm
VIOLENCE. SEXUAL CONTtNT, LANGUAGE.
I TIN PARTYING & SOME DRUG MATERIAL ,
For rating reasons, go lo www.tllmrrtlnga.coni

1

S ffl TWISTA MM fiH EVANS-CIARA • FABDLOUS • OH • KAKYE WEST-RED CAr j

IN THEATRES EVERYWHERE JANUARY 14

l tec high speed internet and cable connection in ea< h room
• 2,000 square feel "i li\ ing spa< e over three levels
• I luge dec k id share with youi neighbor
i Private bath in <MI h bedroom, plus half bath for your guests
• Spa< ions Living Room and Full Size Kite hen
• Prices so low, you wouldn't believe!

WWW.B6NEWS.COM
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The Daily Crossword Fix

For Rent

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

JafegrUiio-s

brouaht to you by

'BARTENDING' S3007day potential
No exp necessary Training provided. Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174
A~great p/t job S100-S200 weekly
Set your own hrs. 5-10 hrs.nirk. Call
1-888-455-6838 bg@papama.ws
Babysitter needed tor 2 yr. old boy
in out BG home M, T. W & F 8am1pm Call 419-823-1891
Customer Sales/Service
Back to School
Openings
Great lor students. S12.25 base
appt. Ilex sched. around classes/
other job. All ages 18»
Call 419-861-6134
Need MoneyFor Spring Break?
NOW HIRING!!
• $10 - S15 PER HOUR » BONUS '
" Fun Worn and Good Money "
Only 15 Mm Away in Perrysburg
Part Time & Full Time Positions
" Work at Night Alter Class "
M-F 4-9 PM & Sat Morning Phone
Sales Positions-No Exp NecessaryPaid Training CALL TODAY!! Call
874-3575-TruGreen
ChemLawn -12401 Eckel Rd,
43551
Office Assistant
Bowling Green Lincoln Mercury
Jeep is looking lor a self motivated
individual to serve as an assistant in
our main office The candidate
should be detail oriented with excellent phone skills General office duties & date entry required for this position This position involves 12 to
15 hours per week & includes evenings & Saturdays Call 352-2553 S
ask for John Hefferman Bowling
Green Lincoln Mercury Jeep. 1079
N Main Bowling Green OH 43402
Caregiver needed ASAP My home
afternoons. Own Irans. References
419-373-0213
Person(s) to work with 14 yr. old autistic in my Oregon. Oh home. 3pm9pm, Wed & Fri.. & 8am-8pm every
other weekend. Call 419-693-7869
alter 5pm.
SPORTS' FUN! OUTDOORS!
KIDS! MONEY! Maine camp needs
lun loving counselors to teach
Land/water sports Great summer!
Call (888! 844-8080. apply:
www.campcedar.com
START IMMEDIATELY
HELP WANTED' Our company is
seeking employees to perform
unskilled light production work We
oiler flexible hours - will work
around
your schedule-morning, afternoon,
and evening shifts available Many
BGSU students work here. Easy
walk from campus. Pay is S6/hr.
providing you work a minimum of 15
hrs./wk. Pick-up an application at
our office Advanced Specialty Products, Inc. 428 Clough St.. Bowling
Green, OH 43402, 419-354-2844
The Fort Meigs YMCA is currently
hiring for our Child Care & Aquatics
department. If interested please fill
out an application at the Fort Meigs
YMCA at 13415 Eckel Junction Rd
in Perrysburg.

Transportation for visually Impaired
person attending BGSU this semester, from Findlay. Willing to pay
S15/day. 419-420-9065.
mlp abba®earthlmk net

Toledo.com is a web design &
ecommerce company We are looking tor interns & part lime developers. You must have a strong understanding of Dreamweaver and/ or
strong Photoshop design skill & be
able to show us work you have done
in the past to quality for this job. For
details please see
http.//www.toledo.com/webservices/j
obs/ for details.

For Sale

-

Avail. May 4 bedrm. 640 S. Summit
St. Call for details 419-308-9905.
leave message.
Avail, now for quiet faculty/grad stdt.
No smoking/pets. BG Natl. Historic
Reg Bay window w/ stained glass.
2 bdrm.. 1 1/2 baths, bsmt., Ivg. rm.,
din. rm., kit, W/D, stove, refrig.
419-261-2038

"
^m?i

*'

20
100 spoke rlmi w/ tires:
$1200
obo, 6" drop down TV w/ DVD
player: S250 obo. A lot more car
stuff. Call Shawn 8773-368-4272.
TEXTBOOKS-Buy/Sell/Trade
Get SSS- List unwanted books
WWWOUEUEBCOM

For Rent

(NEW) Buckeye Studios (NEW)
Studenl Housing Available lor 2005
Monthly. Semester & Year Long
Leases Fully Furnished, includes all
utilities & 25" TV Call 419-352-1520
•"Filling up for 05-06 s.y Lg houses
& apis. Avail still, renting NOW. all
next to campus 926, 1030 E. Wooster & 916 3rd St. 8 303 E. Merry, 56 bedrms Can rent up to 7-8 studts.
146 S. College 309 E. Merry & 307
1/2 Reed St -3 bed, for up to 5-6
studts. Smaller +1 & 2 bedrm. houses & apis. Also 729 4th St. 4
bedrms. AC w/d. great shape=3
UNrelated. Lg. 1 bedrm. NOW $450
mo Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm
Listing avail. 24/7 at 316 E. Merry
»3.
1 bdrm. apis across from campus.
Avail. May 05 $350 mo. plus
utilities. Call 419-787-7577.
2 bdrm. unlurn. apt 1/2 block from
campus. $625 mo. incl elec. & gas.
1 yr. lease. Avail. 5/15/05. Dep. req.
Call 419-686-4700
2 houses. 3 bdrms. each. Avail. Aug
15.1-2 bdrm.. partially turn. apt.
avail. June 1st. Call 419-352-4773,
419-265-1061.
3 bdrm. plus A/C. W/D. garage.
2 Weeks from campus Avail. May
734-789-8477
426 E. Wooster. 3 bdrm apt
Avail 8/05. $900/ mo UTIL'S INCL.
352-5882

437 N Enterprise. 2 bdrm. house
Available 8/06 S750/ mo.
352-5882
Avail. Aug 15. 2005. 3 bdrm. house
& 1.2 & 3 bdrm. apt All close to
BGSU 419-686-4651.

The Highlands- 1 bdrm. Laundry
facilities in building. A/C. Quiet!
Starting at S395
Jay-Mar Apts. Newly remodeled.
All appliances. Spacious, laundry
facilities in building. A/C, Gas heat
Starting al S520.
130 E Washington St.
419-354-6036.
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
highland@wcnet.org

House, very close to campus
120BiddleSt.
419-422-2699
Houses For Rent August '05
126 Liberty St 5 bd. zoned lor 5
2 kitchens. 2 baths, SI 150/month
1450 Clough SI. 3 bd. liv. rm.,
den.
dining rm.. garage. S900/month
329 Derby St. 3 bd., 2 bath, newer
home, w/d hookup, grad/prof prefer
S900/mo 419-353-0326 (No Pets)
Male has 2 furn rooms lor rent in
BG for a clean, neat. & resp.
person
Freedom of house. $200 deposit.
S250/mo Call 419-354-6117

*° 1
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1
6
10
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
23
25
26
30
34
35
36
37
38
42
43
45

Accustom
Actress Kudrow
Coffee servers
Elementary particle
Point after deuce, perhaps
Lowest high tide
Start of Oscar Wilde quote
Eastern European
Goddess of folly
Worn away
Italian noble family
"Othello" villain
Part 2 of quote
Shape flint
"Midnight Cowboy" role
Three in Italia
Stiff hair
Ordinal ending
Assembles
Nova Scotia hrs.
Rip
Island garland

cinemark.com
i-iosa
■HMM
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Ridge Manor Apartments
2 Bedroom Townhouses
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
• 1 Full Bath
• 2 Story Townhouses
• Furnished
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For Rent

■

Undergrads -704 5th St
9 or 12 mo. lease, 2 bdrm. lurn.
shutttle stop
Seniors & Grads -710 71h Si
1 yr lease, 2 bdrm. unfurn. heat pd
Grad Students - 601 3rd SI
1 bdrm lurn.
Quiet building
419-352-3445
Very nice, gr. loc., 3 to go. 2-5 bdrm
gas, air, d/w, w/d. pet possible May
05 353-2382

—

SERVING

SINCE

1972

On selected floor plans

14 ' Combo Pizza
includes 3 items
Faina chicken = 2 items I

"J«w*ni«il"mi«l"»" *«*« 3D El ^

For Rent

Something for Everyone

—

For Rent

HOUSES HOUSES
May 2005 Lease
3 Bedroom Houses
239 A Manville-S650/mo
849 B Sixth St -$750/mo.
4 Bedroom Houses
302 B South College-Si 200/mo.
August 2005 Lease
4 Bedroom Houses
249Manville-S1200/mo.
1 Bedroom Duplex
239 B Manville-S3507mo.
849 Sixth St -S325Vmo.
Frobose Rentals 919 Melrose.
Bowling Green, OH 419-352-9392

The Homestead
For graduate students. Great loft
apts 1 bdrm & study & 2 bdrms.
Vaulted ceiling, skylight, ceramic
tile, high efficiency heat, central air.
dishwasher, exhaust microwave
Located downtown with extra
storage lockers & laundry on-site.
S575-S710.util
Highland Management
130 E Washington St.

419-354-6036
www.bghighlandmgmt com
Additional site to choose from:
Liberty St

ffiSJfEcSag] fln?

the

Graduate
Aw
ft
You deserve an UPGRADE!

■ Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private
entrance

^Studio apartments available!

Summer, semester, or year leases < Stove, fridge, microwave 2FTV
Low as $425 per month Full cable-520.'month
Includes all irtlitiss Ouldoof pool use
Fully furnislied

N

t

* Condominiums for rent!

FREE HEAT

Beautiful ranch style cor*''
S650-370a'mcfi!ti plus utilities

= VARSITY
■ SQUARE
APARTMENTS

419-353-7715 t-j"

Washer and dryer hook up

One year lease mirmnun!
1 Bedroom

Excellent location for BGSU faculty
Stove, fridge, dishwasher, disposal
Jacuzzi tub in some units
Den/Office in son-;:
Central arr

Smoking
& Non-Smoking
Dining Rooms

P

WANTED
Campus Tour Guides

STOP IN THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS
110 MCFAU CENTER TO PICK UP AN APPLICATION
DUE BY FRIDAY JAN 21 AT 4PM

JOIN IN THE FUN!
(.lO.K.NKKIAR, INC.
(445 Last WooatcrSt • 352-1)717
wwvt.grt'enbriarrental<i.com
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Enameled metalware
Slower than adagio
Billfold fillers
Distinctive flair
Viper

"Don't be afraid to
cross the street"

Fri. Jan. I4th

"BG's Finest"

' gac and electric

\

Feed the pot
Borodin's prince
Fa follower
Fla. neighbor

REPRESENT YOUR UNIVERSITY
BUILD YOUR COMMUNICATION SKILLS

Starting at $570i mo

OSm-

Rear

ANSWERS

1

Open Weekdays 4PM

From Only
$470!

o •

419-352-5211
1550 E. Wooster St.

67
66
69
70
71

PISHN€LLO'S

—

i

Call or stop in

66 Bard's nver

203N.Moin ^^lmM 352-5166

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartmenti

V»"1IT> iQU»*f
AMMMINTi

SMnoliihlfO-UI: 1001.4 00.7.00.9:50

First name in cosmetics
Sea eagle
Part 3 of quote
Scott in a high court case
Foundation
Stockholm's country
Swiss canton
Native of Bangkok
End of quote

Take care of
Dates
Blushes
Marked text to keep
Conan or Pat
Primary
Sports off.
ERA or RBI
Interlaced threads
Black, in verse
Coastal Bruins' letters

VOTED BEST PIZZA 12 STRAIGHT YEARS
LARGE

• Convenient on-site parking

* tU<ino.StriHllK):il.»l.4X1.7:10.
10:00 Nofax

46
48
49
52
54
55
58
59
63

U.S. Cold War rival
Thieves
WSW opp
Thin sheet of tin
_ fixe
Knight's address
Long-tongued mammal
Readies for removal
Peruse
40
Church part
41
Rushed
44
So long!
47
Part of NATO
50
Air pollution
51
Concerning
53
Narrow mountain
55
ridge
56
noster
57
Actor Hawke
58
Value system
60
Below, 1o a bard
61
Bewildered
62
Eucharist plate
64
Estrange
65

I

• Pets welcome

Fully Furnished Rooms
at competitive prices
without cost of utilities
or contracts to sign.

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
19
24
25
26
27
28
29
31
32
33
39

ACROSS

• Laundry facilities

MMtttHfodumlK-lil: 1:051.4.05.7:05,9:45
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• Spacious kitchen

lemony Snkket i A Strict of Unfortunate
Enntl(K):(1 IS!,4 IB,7 IS. 10 OS

''

IJH

• Patio

(£ Utktri{PC-1]): '1 J0l.4J0.7J0.10:15
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Subleaser needed. Nice 2 bdrm.
house, garage, back yard. FebAug., S600/mo 419-494-3156

Subleasers needed now until May.
Rent. heat, water, only S250 month
Call Brian at 419-575-3473.
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Needs subleaser. 1 to 3 ppl to take
over lease until Aug. 15, with option
to renew 2 bdrm., 1 bath on corner
of Woosler & Mercer Haven House
next to campus. Newly remodeled.
W & D included. S555/mo. * utilities.
Contact Kyle 419-409-1466
Houses and Apts.
1-3 person-12 month leases
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917
Listing at 532 Manville Ave. Office
or www.bgapartments.com
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Highland Management
1999 Chevy S10 extended cab.
75,500 mi. $9000 OBO
Call 419-270-7491
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1 Sacred bird of ancient
Egypt
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1997 Saturn SL2. Auto.. 107,000 mi
S1900
419-354-3541.
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FOR RENT - 3 bdrm. house for
2005-06 school year, starting in
May. W/D. central air 606 Clough
$990 mo S util. 419-654-9512.
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BG Apts- 818/822 2nd St.
2 BR Apts avail. May or August
S490 » gas/elec. 12 mo. lease
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917
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PIZZO'
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(AND BELIEVE IT OR NOT.
6ET PAID TOO!)

featuring

$i Natural
tight drafts
all week

DJ Diamond D. Lee

Sat. Jan. i5*h
^RrnJren G. Strings

